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ABSTRACT 
 
Unconventional reservoir systems are heterogeneous, thinly layered, and often 
exhibit strongly contrasting properties between layers. In addition, the interfaces 
between layers vary in strength (friction and cohesion) and, when weak, they provide 
preferential directions to rock failure and fluid flow. Traditional rock mechanics 
modeling for hydraulic fracturing, wellbore stability, stress prediction, and other 
petroleum-related applications assume homogeneous rocks and welded interfaces. This 
assumption is hard to reconcile with the strongly layered texture and varied layer 
composition observed in unconventional rocks. 
Using the finite element method (FEM), we investigated the consequences of the 
presence of rock layers and weak interfaces on three different subjects: 1) formation 
shear stress development, shear slip at interfaces, and wellbore stability; 2) hydraulic 
fracture height growth; and 3) casing shear impairment. 
For the first scenario in this work, three different layered rock models were 
simulated and compared: laterally-homogeneous, laterally-heterogeneous, and strongly 
laterally-heterogeneous. Results show that localized shear stresses develop along 
interfaces between layers with contrasting properties and along the wellbore walls. It 
was also seen that rock shear and slip, along interfaces between layers, may occur when 
the planes of weakness are pressurized (e.g., during hydraulic fracturing).  
In the second scenario, we used a range of tensile strength and fluid flow 
properties at the interfaces between layers, to investigate their impact on vertical 
 iii 
 
propagation of hydraulic fracture. The results show a systematic decrease in fracture 
height and fracturing fluid efficiency with increasing interface hydraulic conductivity 
and/or decreasing interface strength. We also propose that fluid viscosity has a strong 
influence on fluid efficiency as well as fracture height growth. 
In the third scenario, finite-element simulations were also conducted in a casing-
cement-formation system to evaluate casing curvature and plastic deformation caused by 
formation shear movement occurring with slippage along the weak interface between 
two distinct rock layers. The results indicate that the abrupt curvature change and the 
plastic deformation along the casing are generated near the slip surface. We also observe 
that casing shear at the peak temperature during a single thermal cycle of cyclic steam 
stimulation induces higher casing plastic deformations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
1.1 Problems 
Traditional rock mechanics model assumes homogeneous rocks and welded 
interfaces. However, unconventional reservoir systems are heterogeneous, thinly 
layered, and often exhibit strongly contrasting properties between layers and the 
associated varying interface strength. When tectonic stresses are applied, shear stress and 
shear displacement develop in a heterogeneous layered rock system. When the interface 
between layers are week, shear failure along the interface may occur. If the contrast in 
elastic properties (such as Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio) between layers is large, 
the interface is weaker and more susceptible to shear failure because the two layers at the 
interface do not deform the same amount. Shear slip along weak interfaces can result in 
serious economic loss by wellbore instability, casing shear failure, and reduced well 
production by the reduced fracture height growth after hydraulic fracturing. 
When addressing unconventional reservoirs, such as shale and mudstone, 
numerical simulation of the hydraulic fracture propagation is more challenging due to 
the nature of the rocks and the influence of the associated interfaces between layers on 
hydraulic fracture height growth. Conventional methods for numerical modeling of 
hydraulic fractures were developed for homogeneous and elastic rocks. These generally 
do not provide adequate solutions for inhomogeneous, layered rocks with strongly 
contrasting elastic properties. 
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Hydrocarbon production is proportional to the propped surface area that is in 
contact with the reservoir and remains connected to the wellbore. Yet, the propped 
surface area controlling production appears to be considerably smaller than the surface 
area created during pumping. Somehow hydraulic fractures are disconnected, truncated, 
and reduced during production. One important mechanism causing this segmentation is 
the opening and shear displacement of weak interfaces between rock layers with 
contrasting properties. Therefore, for better predictions of well production, it is 
important to evaluate the relationships among interface properties (strength and fluid 
flow properties), fluid loss along the interfaces, and fracture height growth.  
When the presence of weak interfaces between adjacent rock layers exists, 
formation slip accompanied by shear failure along the interfaces may occur and 
consequently result in casing shear when the interfaces intersect the paths of wells at 
depth. The localized horizontal shear at the planes of weakness including bedding planes 
can be driven by many sources: tectonic movement induced by geologic structure, 
reservoir compaction or heave, vertically growing hydraulic fractures, non-uniform 
thermal expansion rates of formation layers during a thermal recovery process, and other 
formation in-situ stress changes. In this study, as the primary source of formation 
slippage-related casing shear deformation, the thermal recovery processes such as cyclic 
steam stimulation (CSS) and steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) are considered. 
The casing impairment induced by formation shear slip can also result in serious 
economic loss causing casing failure, loss of well integrity, and loss of access to wells 
during completion operations. 
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1.2 Objectives of Study 
As mentioned in the previous section, it is important to understand the sources of 
formation and casing shear and hydraulic fracture segmentation, and consequently the 
layered and heterogeneous nature of the reservoir and the existence of interfaces 
between layers. The main purposes of this study are to investigate the consequences of 
the presence of rock layers and weak interfaces on: 
1) formation shear stress development, shear slip along interfaces, and wellbore 
stability, 
2) hydraulic fracture height growth, and 
3) casing shear impairment. 
The topics shown above are considered and investigated as separate scenarios with their 
own numerical simulations. 
The primary intent of the first scenario is to investigate the consequences of the 
existence of contrasting mechanical properties and non-welded interfaces between 
layers, on the development of localized shear stresses and shear displacements at the 
weak interfaces as well as on wellbore stability. Increased potential interface slip during 
hydraulic fracturing is also investigated. In the second scenario, using numerical 
representation of hydraulic fracture propagation through layered rocks, the effects of 
rock layering and interfaces on fracture height growth are investigated. Localized and 
total fluid loss along the interfaces and the associated fluid efficiency are also evaluated. 
The main purpose of the third scenario is to examine casing impairment induced by 
formation shear movement occurring with slippage along the weak bedding-plane 
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interface between adjacent rock layers. We also investigated the impact of thermally-
induced stresses and diminished material properties at elevated temperatures, on casing 
plastic deformation. 
 
1.3 Outline of Dissertation  
Section 1, a section of introduction, provides the main problems and objectives 
of this research work. The outline of this dissertation is also provided in this section. 
Numerical challenges for the existence of rock layers and weak interfaces in 
unconventional reservoirs are presented and the methodologies of numerical simulations 
are also introduced. Objectives are presented under three different scenarios of 
simulations.  
Sections 2, 3 and 4 are the main body of this dissertation, and include numerical 
simulations of each scenario shown in the previous section. As a paper format, each 
section has subdivisions such as introduction, basic definitions and theories, finite 
element model setup, numerical simulations, and conclusions. 
In section 2, the effect of rock layers and weak interfaces on formation shear 
stress development, shear slip along interfaces, and wellbore stability was investigated. 
3D finite-element simulations were conducted on layered and discontinuous rocks, and 
specifically, organic mudstones and carbonate sequences. Three different layered rock 
models were investigated and compared: laterally-homogeneous, laterally-
heterogeneous, and strongly laterally-heterogeneous models.  
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In section 3, the effect of rock layers and weak interfaces on vertical propagation 
of hydraulic fracture was investigated. The relationships between overall fracture loss at 
interfaces, fracture height growth and fracturing fluid efficiency were also evaluated. To 
validate the model and for comparison, we conducted simulations on elastically-
homogeneous and elastically-layered rocks and, for the latter, we used a range of tensile 
strength and fluid flow properties at the interfaces between layers, to understand their 
impact on vertical hydraulic fracture (height) growth.  
In section 4, the effect of rock layers and weak interfaces on casing impairment 
induced by formation shear movement was investigated. 3D finite-element simulations 
were conducted in a casing-cement formation system, to examine the casing curvature 
change, casing plastic deformation, and cement tensile failures induced by formation slip 
movement arising with shear failure along the planes of weakness between two distinct 
rock layers. This study discusses thermal recovery processes as the primary source of 
formation slippage-related casing shear failures. We also investigated the impact of 
thermally-induced stresses and diminished material properties at high temperatures, on 
casing shear damages.  
In section 5, a section of conclusions, summary of this study were mainly 
presented. Limitations of the proposed numerical models and recommendations for 
future work were also addressed.  
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2. EFFECT OF ROCK LAYERS AND WEAK INTERFACES ON FORMATION 
SHEAR STRESS DEVELOPMENT, SHEAR SLIP ALONG INTERFACES, AND 
WELLBORE STABILITY 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Unconventional reservoir systems are heterogeneous, thinly layered, and often 
exhibit strongly contrasting properties between layers. In addition, the interfaces 
between layers vary in strength (friction and cohesion) and when weak they provide 
preferential directions to rock failure and fluid flow. The weak interfaces tend to have 
low tensile strength, low shear strength, and high hydraulic conductivity. Thus, they 
easily detach (in tension) and slip (in shear), as the hydraulic fracture approaches and 
intersects them, allowing for fluid penetration and leak off. Weak interfaces most often 
occur between layers of strongly contrasting properties (unconformities, or at the 
contacts of layers deposited over erosional surfaces). Traditional rock mechanics 
modeling for hydraulic fracturing, wellbore stability, stress prediction, and other 
petroleum-related applications assume homogeneous rocks and welded interfaces. This 
assumption is hard to reconcile with the strongly layered texture and varied layer 
composition observed in unconventional rocks (Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1 - Strongly layered and heterogeneous nature in unconventional rocks often 
not accounted for in modeling (modified from Suarez-Rivera et al., 2016). 
 
 
In this work, we conducted numerical simulations on layered and discontinuous 
rocks, specifically organic-rich mudstones and carbonate sequences, to investigate the 
effect of rock layers with contrasting mechanical properties, and with weak interfaces 
between layers, on hydraulic fracturing, wellbore stability and stress development. In 
particular, we are interested in the potential development of localized shear stresses and 
shear slip along the interfaces between rock layers, which are defined in the 
homogeneous model as principal planes. This mechanism often results in fracture 
segmentation and is responsible for the differences that occur between the fracture that is 
created during fracturing and the fracture that remains connected to the wellbore after 
fracturing and during production. This study was motivated primarily by problems of 
bedding-plane slip, however we also discuss implications to wellbore instability and 
fracture segmentation occurring during hydraulic fracturing in unconventional reservoirs 
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(Cooke and Underwood, 2001; Gu et al., 2008; Zhang, 2013; Suarez-Rivera et al., 2013; 
Rutledge, 2016).  
The effect of casing deformation and shear failure during long-term reservoir 
production has been previously investigated and reported (Hilbert et al., 1996; Hilbert et 
al., 1999; Dusseault et al., 2001; Bruno, 2002; Furui, et al., 2012, Han et al., 2006; Hu et 
al., 2016, Yudovich, et al, 1989). These authors highlighted multiple causes of shear 
failure during field operations, and recommend a number of mitigation strategies to 
prevent them. These included reservoir pressure maintenance, altering the well 
trajectories to avoid regions with shear, use of casing with deformable joints, and others. 
More recently, several researchers have investigated casing shear during hydraulic 
fracturing (Bar-Cohen and Zacny, 2009; Dusseault, 2011; Zhonglan et al., 2015) and 
evaluated the pressure and stress alteration during hydraulic fracturing, and the presence 
and failure of geologic faults, as the main causes of these failures. Our hypothesis is that 
rock heterogeneity, fluid leakoff, and the increase in pressure, along weak interfaces 
between rock layers with contrasting properties are the causes of casing shear failures 
during hydraulic fracturing. We propose that shear slip along weak interfaces may be 
possible during hydraulic fracturing, and given their bed-parallel orientation, and highest 
concentration along the vertical direction, vertical wells are more susceptible to this form 
of failure. To evaluate this potential risk, we created vertically-heterogeneous rock 
models, representing their layered fabric, and defined these layers with contrasting rock 
properties. In addition, we consider that each of these layers could be horizontally 
homogeneous and heterogeneous.  
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Elastic-rock heterogeneity, including the vertical heterogeneity of layered rocks, 
has been investigated previously (Bourne, 2003; Langenbruch and Shapiro, 2015). 
Different methods for homogenization and scaling of layered heterogeneous media have 
been proposed (Warren and Price, 1961; Deutsch, 1989; King 1989; Norris et al., 1991; 
Khajeh et al., 2012). The Sequential Gaussian Simulation (SGS) technique is commonly 
used to define the spatial variability of material properties. SGS represents the material 
properties by inputting a random variable, transforming them into Gaussian random 
variables with zero mean and unit variance, by defining the spatial correlation of the 
random data, and then conducting Monte Carlo simulations (Elkateb et al., 2003).  
In this study, we define the lateral-heterogeneity of the layered rocks using a 
concept similar to SGS and treat the rock elastic properties of Young’s modulus, shear 
modulus, and Poisson’s ratio as the material properties represented with random 
variables. We did not include any spatial correlation information to the distribution of 
these properties and define them by a uniformly distributed set of random values within 
a prescribed finite range. This results in property variability with non-correlated 
distributions. In reality, the distributions of rock properties are correlated to some extent, 
however, this effect was not investigated in this initial work.    
We first examined the development of shear stress in laterally-homogeneous and 
laterally-heterogeneous layered reservoirs, as resulting by the in-situ stress loading, 
defined by a combination of gravity loading and lateral tectonic deformation. We also 
evaluated the potential for traditional wellbore shear failures and shear development at 
interfaces along the wellbore walls, under the same conditions. We then conducted an 
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analysis of fluid leakoff, increased pressure along interfaces, and potential interface slip 
as would be experienced during hydraulic fracturing treatments. The above numerical 
investigations are the unique objective and novelty of this work, which have not been 
previously studied, as our extensive literature survey (conducted as part of the field 
work) showed it.  
The laterally-homogeneous model represents a reservoir made of layers of 
different material properties, often with strongly contrasting properties. However, each 
layer is homogeneous and is defined with properties that are invariant with location. The 
laterally-heterogeneous model is similar to the previous, but in this case each layer is 
heterogeneous and exhibits a random distribution of properties along its lateral extent in 
the range ±20% from their reference values. The strongly laterally-heterogeneous model 
is identical to the previous but the random variability of elastic properties is ±50%. 
The stress development at interfaces between layers and the potential generation 
of localized shear slip are investigated using the Coulomb slip failure model. The effect 
of water movement along weak interfaces during hydraulic fracturing is evaluated by 
assuming a reduction of the friction coefficient.  Results provided an increased 
understanding of shear slip on laterally-homogeneous and laterally-heterogeneous 
layered reservoirs when the planes of weakness were pressurized.  The economic 
consequences of shear slip along weak interfaces are associated to the reduced fracture 
height growth by fracture segmentation or by high fluid loss into the interfaces, and the 
resulting reduction of well production.  The formation of shear slip may also cause 
shearing-caused casing failures and loss of well accessibility.  Thus, the induced shear 
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stress and shear slip of weak interfaces should be considered in proper design of 
casing/cement in wells.  Developing adequate mitigation strategies for these problems 
depends on understanding the sources of shear, and consequently, the layered and 
heterogeneous nature of the reservoir.  
 
2.2 Basic Definitions and Theories 
2.2.1 Elastic Stress and Strain in Rocks 
2.2.1.1 Stress Matrix in Linear Elasticity 
Figure 2.2 shows the stress notations of compressive and positive shear stresses 
in a xyz coordinate system commonly used in ABAQUS, but it should be noted that in 
continuum mechanics the x- and y- axes typically represent the horizontal directions and 
the z-axis typically represents the vertical direction. The nine stress components can be 
organized and written in a stress matrix, which is given by 
(
𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝜏𝑥𝑦 𝜏𝑥𝑧
𝜏𝑦𝑥 𝜎𝑦𝑦 𝜏𝑦𝑧
𝜏𝑧𝑥 𝜏𝑧𝑦 𝜎𝑧𝑧
)                                                           (2.1) 
where 𝜎𝑥𝑥, 𝜎𝑦𝑦, and 𝜎𝑧𝑧 are the normal stresses acting on the surfaces normal to the x, y, 
and z directions, respectively; 𝜏𝑥𝑦, 𝜏𝑦𝑥, 𝜏𝑥𝑧, 𝜏𝑧𝑥, 𝜏𝑦𝑧, and 𝜏𝑧𝑦 are the shear stresses. The 
first subscript of the stress shows the direction of the surface which the stress vector acts 
and the second subscript shows the direction of the stress component. The shear stresses 
across the diagonal are identical and have the following relations: 
𝜏𝑥𝑦 = 𝜏𝑥𝑦,      𝜏𝑥𝑧 = 𝜏𝑧𝑥,      𝜏𝑦𝑧 = 𝜏𝑧𝑦                                         (2.2) 
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Figure 2.2 - Stress notations in the three-dimensional space used in this study (modified 
from Helwany, 2007). The sign convention used in rock mechanics is opposite to that 
employed in ABAQUS. 
 
 
2.2.1.2 Isotropy 
The most general and simplest form of linear elasticity is the generalized 
Hooke’s law, for an isotropic material which is called when the elastic properties (such 
as Young’s modulus, E, and Poisson’s ratio, ν) are orientation dependent. The 
generalized Hooke’s law for isotropic materials is given by 
[
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     (2.3) 
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Some literatures may use engineering shear strains, 𝛾𝑥𝑦, 𝛾𝑧𝑥, and 𝛾𝑦𝑧, where 𝛾𝑥𝑦 = 𝜀𝑥𝑦 +
𝜀𝑦𝑥 = 2𝜀𝑥𝑦, etc., multiplying each shear strain of 𝜀𝑥𝑦, 𝜀𝑧𝑥, and 𝜀𝑦𝑧 by a factor 2. Eq. 
(2.3) can be inverted to obtain 
[
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                 (2.4) 
where the shear modulus G can be given by G = E/2(1+ν). 
 
2.2.1.3 Transverse Isotropy 
A transversely isotropic material possesses a plane of isotropy and different 
properties in orthogonal directions to the plane. For example, transversely isotropic 
multi-layered rocks have different elastic and strength properties in the horizontal and 
vertical directions. 
Assuming the x-y plane to be the plane of isotropy at every point, the 
transversely isotropic rock is characterized by E1 = E2 = Ep, ν31 = ν32 = νtp, ν13 = ν23 = 
νpt, and G13 = G23 = Gt, where p and t represent “in-plane” and “transverse,” respectively 
(Abaqus, 2016). Thus, Ep is the Young’s modulus in the x-y symmetry plane. The 
Poisson’s ratios νtp and νpt characterize the strain in the plane of isotropy developing 
from stress normal to it and the transverse strain in the normal direction to the plane of 
isotropy resulting from stress in the plane, respectively. The quantities of νtp and νpt are 
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not generally equal and are related by νtp/Et = νpt/Ep, where Et is the Young’s modulus in 
z direction. The stress-strain laws are written by 
[
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    (2.5) 
where νp is the Poisson’s ratio in the x-y symmetry plane; Gp is the shear modulus in the 
x-y plane and given by Gp = Ep/2(1+νp); Gt is the shear modulus in z direction; Δ is given 
by 
Δ =
(1 + 𝜈𝑝)(1 − 𝜈𝑝 − 2𝜈𝑝𝑡𝜈𝑡𝑝)
𝐸𝑝
2𝐸𝑡
                                            (2.6) 
The components across the diagonal in the stiffness matrix shown in Eq. (2.5) are also 
identical. Eq. (2.5) can also be inverted to yield 
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2.2.2 Shear Slip Mechanism 
The Coulomb failure criterion is expressed as a linear relationship between the 
normal stress applied on the sliding plane and the shear stress required for shear failure, 
see Figure 2.3.  The relation is written as 
                                               𝜏 = 𝑐′ + 𝜎′𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜙′                                                     (2.8) 
where, 𝜏 is the shear stress on the sliding plane at the onset of slip (at failure); 𝜎′ is the 
effective stress normal to the sliding plane; 𝑐′ is the cohesion of the sliding plane; and 𝜙′ 
is the friction angle of the sliding plane. The friction coefficient 𝜇 is calculated from the 
friction angle 𝜙′, as tan 𝜙′. These two parameters define the frictional behavior and 
failure of the sliding plane and can be obtained experimentally via laboratory testing, by 
determining the shear stress required for slip failure under increasing levels of the 
effective normal stress. These conditions of shear stress and normal stress are plotted in 
the Mohr space and the linear fit to the experimental data is used to define 𝑐′ (the 
intercept at zero effective normal stress) and 𝜙′ (the slope of the linear fit) as seen in 
Figure 2.3.  
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Figure 2.3 - Coulomb failure criterion and Mohr stress representation. Results from two 
laboratory tests are represented. 𝑐′ and 𝜙′ are the cohesion and the friction angle of the 
sliding plane. 𝜎′1 and 𝜎′3 are the maximum and minimum principal stresses of each 
Mohr diagram.   
 
 
The orientation of the plane of weakness in Figure 2.3 (point B) is arbitrary and 
larger than 90 deg in the Mohr space (which corresponds to an orientation larger than 45 
deg in the real space). For the purpose of this study, we are interested in planes that are 
bed-parallel and perpendicular to 𝜎′ (point A). The Mohr representation indicates that 
this is a plane with no shear, and consequently no shear failure, independent of the 
magnitude of the normal stress (i.e., the interfaces between rock layers are 
predominantly bed-parallel and are principal planes). The purpose of these investigations 
is to evaluate if material heterogeneity, in the form of layering and lateral-
heterogeneities within layer, sufficiently perturb the distribution of local stresses 
(magnitude and orientation), such that localized shear can be developed along regions in 
these interfaces. 
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2.2.3 Radial and Tangential Stresses Around a Wellbore 
The relationships for stress concentrations around a wellbore in homogeneous, 
isotropic elastic rocks, and subjected to different principal stresses along its boundaries 
are well known (Kirsch, 1898 and Jaeger and Cook, 1979) as shown in Figure 2.4. 
Disregarding any thermal stresses, the maximum and minimum hoop stress 
concentrations that develop around a wellbore in elastically-isotropic rocks are 
represented in the following expressions: 
                                     (𝜎𝜃)𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 3𝜎𝐻
′ − 𝜎ℎ
′ − 𝛥𝑃                                             (2.9) 
                                   (𝜎𝜃)𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 3𝜎ℎ
′ − 𝜎𝐻′ − 𝛥𝑃                                           (2.10)                                     
where (𝜎𝜃)𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum tangential stress; (𝜎𝜃)𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum tangential 
stress; and 𝛥𝑃 is the difference between the fluid pressure in the formation and that in 
the borehole. The wellbore is assumed to be impermeable. 
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Figure 2.4 - Stress concentration around a wellbore in elastically-isotropic rocks. The 
maximum tangential stress (𝜎𝜃)𝑚𝑎𝑥 and the minimum tangential stress (𝜎𝜃)𝑚𝑖𝑛 develop 
around a wellbore under in-situ stresses of the maximum effective horizontal stress 𝜎𝐻′ 
and the minimum effective horizontal stress 𝜎ℎ′. 𝛥𝑃 represents the difference between 
the drilling mud pressure and the pore pressure. 
 
 
2.2.4 Finite Element Formulation 
Finite element method is a numerical approach for solving physically or 
geometrically complex problems that require approximate solution of partial differential 
equations.  The method partitions the whole domain into small pieces called finite 
elements and yields approximate solutions of these partitions by interconnecting them at 
discrete points called nodes, to form a global solution valid over the entire domain 
(Zohdi, 2015). 
Employing the principle of virtual work, for any quasistatic and admissible 
displacement, the virtual strain energy stored is equal to the virtual work done by 
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prescribed body forces {𝐹} acting in volume 𝑉 and surface tractions {Φ} acting on 
surface 𝑆. This relationship is given by (Cook et al., 2002) 
∫{𝛿𝜀}𝑇 {𝜎}𝑑𝑉 = ∫{𝛿𝑢}𝑇 {𝐹}𝑑𝑉 + ∫{𝛿𝑢}𝑇 {Φ}𝑑𝑆                                (2.11) 
where ∫{𝛿𝜀}𝑇 and {𝛿𝑢}𝑇 are the vectors of strain and displacement increment, 
respectively; {𝜎} is the stress vector. 
An array of nodal displacements {𝑑} can be described by a displacement function 
{𝑢} which relates the nodal displacements to the internal displacements through an entire 
element and is defined as:          
{𝑢} = [𝑁]{𝑑}                                                                 (2.12) 
where the matrix [𝑁] contains shape functions; {𝑢} contains three displacement 
parameters u, v and w at any point in three dimensional problems of elasticity and is 
written as: 
{𝑢} = [𝑢 𝑣 𝑤]𝑇                                                          (2.13) 
Using the displacement function, the vector of internal strains within the element {𝜀} are 
written in matrix from as: 
{𝜀} = [𝐵]{𝑑}                                                                (2.14) 
where [𝐵] is the strain-displacement matrix and given by 
[𝐵] = [𝜕][𝑁]                                                               (2.15) 
Therefore, the internal stress throughout the element, from Hooke’s Law, can be 
calculated by 
{𝜎} = [𝐸]{𝜀} = [𝐸][𝐵]{𝑑}                                                (2.16) 
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where [𝐸] is the matrix of Young’s modulus.  From Eqs. (2.12) and (2.14), we obtain 
{𝛿𝑢}𝑇 = {𝛿𝑑}𝑇[𝑁]𝑇                                                      (2.17) 
and 
{𝛿𝜀}𝑇 = {𝛿𝑑}𝑇[𝐵]𝑇                                                      (2.18) 
Substituting Eqs. (2.16) through (2.18) into Eq. (2.11) and including initial strain {𝜀0} 
and initial stress {𝜎0} give (Cook et al., 2002) 
{𝛿𝑑}𝑇 (∫[𝐵]𝑇 [𝐸][𝐵]{𝑑}𝑑𝑉 − ∫[𝐵]𝑇 [𝐸]{𝜀0}𝑑𝑉 + ∫[𝐵]
𝑇 {𝜎0}𝑑𝑉 − ∫[𝑁]
𝑇 {𝐹}𝑑𝑉      
− ∫[𝑁]𝑇 {Φ}𝑑𝑆) = 0                                                                                  (2.19) 
For any virtual displacement vector {𝛿𝑑}𝑇, Eq. (2.19) must be true and therefore yields 
the following simple relationship: 
[𝑘]{𝑑} = {𝑓}                                                             (2.20) 
where [𝑘] is the element stiffness matrix which is given by  
[𝑘] = ∫[𝐵]𝑇 [𝐸][𝐵]𝑑𝑉                                                    (2.21) 
and {𝑓} is the nodal force vector which defines (Cook et al., 2002) 
{𝑓} = ∫[𝑁]𝑇 {𝐹}𝑑𝑉 + ∫[𝑁]𝑇 {Φ}𝑑𝑆 + ∫[𝐵]𝑇 [𝐸]{𝜀0}𝑑 − ∫[𝐵]
𝑇 {𝜎0}𝑑𝑉       (2.22) 
Assembly of elements form global equations which are given by 
[𝐾]{𝐷} = {𝐹}                                                            (2.23) 
where [𝐾] is the global stiffness matrix; {𝐷} and {𝐹} are the global displacement vector 
and prescribed force vector, respectively. 
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2.3 Numerical Simulations 
2.3.1 Layered Rock Architecture and Material Properties 
Figure 2.5 shows the simplified stratigraphic sequence in an organic-rich 
mudstone reservoir. This is represented with 5 lithologies: a carbonate, three mudstones, 
and a sandstone. The basement rock is identical with the sandstone of Material 5. This is 
done to minimize the boundary effects at the contact between Materials 4 and 5, the 
Material 5 is simply extended to the boundaries of the model with the basement. The 
schematic layer architecture was constructed based on the seismic data, together with 
petrophysical logs and continuous core sections along the regions of interest, to define 
the layered fabric of the reservoir, the properties of the various rock layers, and the 
properties of their corresponding interfaces. The stratigraphy is primarily composed by 
stacked sequences of organic-rich mudstones and carbonates-rich lithologies. The name 
and location of this particular field will not be disclosed, however Figure 2.5 is shown to 
indicate that the present work is grounded on real field data from a known 
unconventional reservoir. A finite element model was developed to represent this 
simplified stratigraphy. For this work, a first order approximation was important, to 
evaluate the conditions of friction, cohesion, pore pressure, and others that would trigger 
failure along a plane of weakness.  Clearly, in the field, rock layers and the behaviors 
along the weak planes are considerably more complex. However, understanding the 
simplified case would improve the possibility of understanding the complex case.  
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Figure 2.5 - Schematic layer architecture and its material distribution based on available 
field data. The interfaces between Materials 1 and 2 are weak due to their low friction 
coefficient and low shear strength with strongly contrasting properties. The interface 
which the red arrow indicates an arbitrary interface, selected to investigate the frictional 
shear stress development in both laterally-homogeneous and laterally-heterogeneous 
models, as shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.11, respectively. 
 
 
The materials’ elastic properties and strength properties are shown in Table 2.1. 
The carbonate and sandstone units (Materials 1 and 5) are isotropic and have identical 
elastic and strength properties in all directions. In contrast, the mudstone units (Materials 
2, 3 and 4) are transversely isotropic rocks and have different elastic and strength 
properties in the horizontal (x,z) and vertical directions (y)1. Friction coefficients at the 
interfaces between the various lithologic contacts are shown in Table 2.2. 
 
                                                 
1 Please notice that in this work the y-axis represents the vertical direction and the x- and z-axes represent 
the horizontal directions 
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Table 2.1 - Material properties of rocks. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.2 - Friction coefficient of interfaces. Cohesion was assumed to be zero at all 
interfaces. 
 
Interface Friction Coefficient, μ 
Between Mat1 and Mat2 0.176 
Between Mat2 and Mat3 0.364 
Between Mat2 and Mat4 0.364 
Between Mat4 and Mat5 0.840 
 
 
Simplified stress-strain curves, based on their measured properties, were created 
for each of these layers to represent their behavior in the finite element modeling 
software used, ABAQUS. These simplified curves are shown in Figure 2.6 and provide a 
graphical representation of the elastic limit, the yield stress and the peak stress. It should 
be noted that the data in Figure 2.6 does not reflect the measured stress-strain behavior 
of the materials. Instead, it is a graphical representation of the constitutive law input into 
the FEA model, based on the properties in Table 2.1. Excluding the starting point, three 
stress points were selected: yield stress, ultimate stress, and the stress between them. The 
slope of these curves, within the elastic regime of deformation defines the Young’s 
modulus of each material. Figure 2.6 shows that the Young’s modulus and strength of 
Material Density
(g/cc)
Peak Strength
(psi)
Permerability
(nD)
Porosity
(%)
Void 
Ratio
EV 9.040E+06 νV 0.32 GV 3.420E+06
EH 9.040E+06 νH 0.32 GH 3.420E+06
EV 3.330E+06 νV 0.15 GV 1.090E+06
EH 5.560E+06 νH 0.18 GH 1.440E+06
EV 1.790E+06 νV 0.11 GV 1.320E+06
EH 3.598E+06 νH 0.23 GH 8.000E+05
EV 2.160E+06 νV 0.225 GV 1.036E+06
EH 3.397E+06 νH 0.316 GH 8.800E+05
EV 4.000E+06 νV 0.25 GV 1.600E+06
EH 4.000E+06 νH 0.25 GH 1.600E+06
50 3 0.0309
Young's Modulus
(psi)
Poisson's Rato Shear Modulus
(psi)
1 2.8 65,394
5 0.0526
3 2.51 300 5 0.0526
2 2.56 30027,631
18,174
10 0.1111
5 2.5 1000 15 0.1765
4 2.28 30018,174
20,250
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the carbonate-rich units (Material 1) are considerably higher than the other rock units. 
One of the most calcareous mudstones (Material 2) has similar stress-strain behavior as 
the sandstone (Material 5). The other two mudstones (Materials 3 and 4) are weaker and 
less stiff due to lower Young’s modulus.    
 
 
 
Figure 2.6 - Simplified stress-strain curves for Materials 1 to 5. The yield stress and peak 
stress of each material are indicated. The stress-strain relationships of Materials 3 and 4 
are almost identical. 
 
 
2.3.2 Finite Element Model 
3D finite element simulations were conducted in ABAQUS using C3D20RP 
elements (20-node stress-pore pressure-coupled brick elements with reduced 
integration). Each node has 4 degrees of freedom (3 displacements and 1 pore pressure). 
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However, pore pressure was not evaluated explicitly in this study; the evaluation was 
conducted based on effective stresses and assuming that the poroelastic effect was fully 
equilibrated and small, and where the Biot coefficient  was taken as 1. Also, to 
simulate the overbalance pressure conditions during drilling a vertical well, an effective 
radial stress gradient of 0.05 psi/ft was applied to the borehole wall. The model 
represents a volumetric region with a length of 1000 ft, width of 600 ft, and height of 
964.08 ft and was constructed using 203,592 elements with minimum and maximum 
element sizes of 0.196 ft and 70 ft in width, respectively. 
The laterally-homogeneous model is built with each individual homogeneous 
layer defined with rock properties that are invariant with location while the laterally-
heterogeneous model exhibits various rock properties in the horizontal direction of each 
layer. The lateral variability of Young’s modulus, shear modulus, and Poisson’s ratio, 
for each layer, was calculated using a random simulator based on a prescribed range 
(either ±20% or ±50%). All other rock properties were kept constant. Before generating 
the random values of the properties, the numerical model was divided into small blocks, 
each with an effective volume having a length of 125 ft, width of 30 ft, and height of 
approximately 15 to 40 ft depending on each layer thickness. The implementation of the 
random values into each block was attempted using the ABAQUS material subroutine 
(UMAT) for uniformly distributed random values of material properties within a finite 
range. The UMAT is generally written with Fortran 90 or higher versions. However, a 
limitation for using the random value generator in UMAT Fortran code was that the code 
generates new random values in every computation time step in ABAQUS. 
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Consequently, random values of the properties were generated in a Matlab code and 
exported to the UMAT Fortran code so that while initially randomly generated they 
would then remain fixed in value throughout a given simulation.   
 
2.3.3 Development of In-Situ Stress 
The in-situ stress was applied to the model by first allowing gravity to develop 
the vertical stress, under conditions of uniaxial vertical strain and no lateral deformation, 
and by subsequently applying a prescribed amount of lateral strain (approximately 
0.03%), to represent tectonic deformation. This results in as much as 1.235 inches of 
vertical uplift. The vertical stress was defined to represent a highly overpressured 
reservoir system with an effective vertical stress gradient of 1.084 psi/ft. The effective 
horizontal stress (minimum and maximum) resulted from the combined effect of gravity 
loading and tectonic deformation. The effective in-situ stress is shown in Figure 2.7-a 
through 2.7-d. Figure 2.7-a shows the volumetric representation of the model after 
tectonic deformation. Figures 2.7-b, 2.7-c and 2.7-d compare the results of the numerical 
simulation with the corresponding in-situ stress values calculated analytically. The 
analytic solutions are expressed in the following formulas (Suarez-Rivera et al., 2011): 
𝜎ℎ = 𝐾0(𝜎𝑣 − 𝛼𝑃𝑝) + 𝛼𝑃𝑝 + 𝐾1𝜀𝐻                                             (2.24) 
𝜎𝐻 = 𝐾0(𝜎𝑣 − 𝛼𝑃𝑝) + 𝛼𝑃𝑝 + 𝐾2𝜀𝐻                                             (2.25) 
where 𝜎𝑣,  𝜎ℎ, and 𝜎𝐻 are the total vertical, minimum horizontal, maximum horizontal 
stresses, respectively; 𝛼 is the Biot coefficient; 𝑃𝑝 is the pore pressure; 𝜀𝐻 is the lateral 
tectonic strain in the direction of 𝜎𝐻; 𝐾0 is the coefficient of earth pressure at rest; 𝐾1 
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and 𝐾2 are the parameters representing the material anisotropic elastic properties.  𝐾0, 
𝐾1, and 𝐾2 are given by 
𝐾0 = (
𝐸𝐻
𝐸𝑣
) (
𝜈𝑣
1 − 𝜈𝐻
)                                                           (2.26) 
𝐾1 =
1
𝐸𝑣 − 𝐸𝑣𝜈ℎ − 2𝐸ℎ𝜈𝑣2
(
𝐸ℎ(𝐸𝑣𝜈ℎ + 𝐸ℎ𝜈𝑣
2)
1 + 𝜈ℎ
−
𝐸ℎ
2𝜈𝑣
2
1 − 𝜈ℎ
)                         (2.27) 
𝐾2 =
1
𝐸𝑣 − 𝐸𝑣𝜈ℎ − 2𝐸ℎ𝜈𝑣2
(
𝐸ℎ(𝐸𝑣 − 𝐸ℎ𝜈𝑣
2)
1 + 𝜈ℎ
−
𝐸ℎ
2𝜈𝑣
2
1 − 𝜈ℎ
)                           (2.28) 
where 𝐸𝑣, 𝐸ℎ, and 𝐸𝐻 are the Young’s moduli in the directions of 𝜎𝑣,  𝜎ℎ, and 𝜎𝐻, 
respectively; 𝜈𝑣, 𝜈ℎ, and 𝜈𝐻 are the Poisson’s ratios in the directions of 𝜎𝑣,  𝜎ℎ, and 𝜎𝐻, 
respectively.  Each of effective stresses is obtained by subtracting the pore pressure 
multiplied by α from the total stress. 
Good agreement is generally observed between the analytic- and the numeric-
model results. The differences in the effective vertical stress distribution with depth 
results from the use of a constant average vertical gradient in the analytic model versus a 
layer by layer gradient, evaluated using the given bulk density of each rock type, in the 
numeric model.   
The difference between the effective horizontal stress distributions with depth is 
also of interest. In the analytical model, the effective horizontal stress is calculated via 
effective vertical stress times a coefficient of lateral pressure at rest K0. Given the same 
K0 value for the analytical and the FEA models (these are simply associated to the elastic 
response of the rock), a higher effective vertical stress should result in higher effective 
horizontal stress. However, the FEA results show a lower horizontal effective stress (for 
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the mudstones). The opposite is the case for the carbonates. The difference arises from 
the calculation of the horizontal stress associated to the tectonic straining. The analytical 
model assumes fully decoupled layers while the FEA model assumes coupled layers, in 
relation to their assigned friction and cohesion. 
This is an evidence of the effect of the interfaces and their properties on in-situ 
stress developments under the tectonic shortening. The difference between the effective 
horizontal stress distributions from the analytic- and the numeric-model results vary with 
the interface properties. The larger the friction coefficient of the interfaces (assuming no 
cohesion), the higher the difference. The higher the friction coefficient, the stronger the 
interface, the least likely to fail (in shear), and thus the more similar to a welded 
(coupled) interface. Thus, the traditional rock mechanics assuming welded interfaces 
may fail to assess the realistic in-situ stress developments by the tectonic straining. 
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Figure 2.7 - Comparisons between analytical and FEA results of in-situ stresses resulting 
from gravity loading (under uniaxial-strain conditions) and subsequent lateral tectonic 
deformation: (a) In-situ stress development (effective vertical stress 𝜎𝑣′, effective 
minimum horizontal stress 𝜎ℎ′, and  effective maximum horizontal stress 𝜎𝐻′) under 
tectonic deformation; (b) Effective vertical stress; (c) Effective minimum horizontal 
stress; (d) Effective maximum horizontal stress; (e) Comparison among the three stresses 
in FEA. 
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Figures 2.7-c and 2.7-d show the large variability in horizontal stress between 
layers.  The difference in the minimum horizontal stress between adjacent layers 
(Materials 1 and 2) is 970 psi, and the corresponding difference in the maximum 
horizontal stress is 1610 psi. It is anticipated that the large stress contrast between 
adjacent layers may result in differential deformation and slip failure at the surfaces of a 
drilled wellbore or at the surfaces of a created hydraulic fracture, when these are 
supported open by a uniform pressure. Figure 2.7-e shows the minimum, intermediate 
and maximum effective in-situ stress as a function of depth, alongside the stratigraphic 
vertical sequence of the system.  A dominant strike-slip faulting regime is observed 
along the entire vertical section. The maximum effective horizontal stress is 
considerably higher than the vertical stress, and the minimum horizontal stress. 
Furthermore, within the stiff carbonate layers, the vertical stress and the minimum 
horizontal stress are approximately identical. In contrast, within the organic rich 
mudstones, the minimum horizontal stress is smaller than the vertical stress. For the 
calcareous mudstone (Material 3) the vertical stress is the largest stress, and along this 
region the in-situ stress represents a regime of normal-faulting. The presence of rock 
layering and the contrast in elastic properties between layers gives rise to complex stress 
distributions and localized changes in stress faulting regimes. In addition, the time-
dependent properties of the layers (e.g., creep) further control the final magnitudes of the 
stress differences and the stress profile. Thus, simplified models that ignore rock 
layering and their properties will not provide realistic assessments of the in-situ stress. 
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2.3.4 Development of Shear Stress 
In this section, we compare the development of shear stress and shear slip 
between the laterally-homogeneous and laterally-heterogeneous models, during in-situ 
stress loading. We would like to observe if layer heterogeneity results in the 
development of shear stresses. Figures 2.8-a and 2.8-b show results from the laterally-
homogeneous model. There is no development of shear stresses along bed parallel and 
bed-perpendicular planes in this model. Figures 2.9-a and 2.9-b show the frictional shear 
stresses along a significantly weak interface defined between an organic rich mudstone 
(Material 2) and a carbonate layer (Material 1). Outputs CSHEAR1 and CSHEAR2 from 
ABAQUS are shown for the frictional shear stresses in the x and z directions, 
respectively.  These results are in line with the theory (i.e., principal planes are devoid of 
shear stresses) and shear stresses are found to be negligibly small 1.24E-9 psi to 2.59E-9 
psi.   
 
 
 
Figure 2.8 - Shear stress distributions in laterally-homogeneous rocks: (a) τ12 in x-y 
plane; (b) τ23 in y-z plane. 
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Figure 2.9 - Frictional shear stress distributions at the weak interface (see Figure 2.5) in 
laterally-homogeneous rocks: (a) Frictional shear stress τ1f in principal direction 1 (x 
direction); (b) Frictional shear stress τ2f in principal direction 2 (z direction). 
 
 
Figures 2.10-a and 2.10-b show the corresponding results for the laterally-
heterogeneous model, and Figures 2.10-c and 2.10-d show those for the strongly 
laterally-heterogeneous model. Results show the distinct development of shear stresses 
with values that vary locally.  Shear stress values, τ12 in x-y plane and τ23 in y-z plane, in 
the range of approximately ±200 psi and ±360 psi, were observed. The lateral tectonic 
deformation (along the z-direction) causes a shear stress, τ23, in y-z plane that is 
approximately 1.8 times higher than τ12 in x-y plane. In addition, the shear stress 
development increases with the degree of heterogeneity and is 2.5 to 3 times greater for 
the strongly laterally-heterogeneous model. When similar geological definitions and 
properties are assumed, however, different in-situ stress loading may cause different 
stress developments.  Therefore, geologic history is a very important factor on the 
following geological events and the resulting stress and strain developments. 
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Figure 2.10 - Comparisons of shear stress development in laterally-heterogeneous rocks 
with randomly varied material properties (the model size is same as that in Figure 2.8): 
(a and b) τ12 in x-y plane and τ23 in y-z plane with the range of 20%; (c and d) τ12 in x-y 
plane and τ23 in y-z plane with the range of 50%. 
 
 
Figures 2.11-a and 2.11-b show the frictional shear stress distributions within the 
significant weak interface defined in Figure 2.5. Frictional shear stresses in the x 
direction and z direction, are in the range of approximately ±3.5 psi and ±9.4 psi, 
respectively. These same values are higher (and ranging approximately ±10.2 psi and 
±27 psi) for the strongly laterally-heterogeneous model. Localized shear slip was not 
observed, for this degree of material heterogeneity,  but the resulting increase in shear 
stress with the magnitude of the of heterogeneity did increase the risk for shear slip at 
the weak interface.  
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As evidenced by the standard homogeneous layers model in Figure 2.9, given the 
configuration of the layered media with loading parallel and perpendicular to the layers, 
the bedding interfaces between layers are principal planes and there is no potential for 
shear generation. However, as different degrees of heterogeneity are introduced, the 
above principle is again satisfied in an average sense, across the entire interface, but 
locally things change. Thus the local development of shear can be observed. For 
equilibrium, the integration of all the shear across the entire surface should be zero. The 
entire surface will never slip, however, at the local level, the magnitude of the shear 
changes. In addition, the magnitude and localization of the shear stress depend on the 
strength and scale of the heterogeneity imposed in the model. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.11 - Comparisons of frictional shear stress distributions at the weak interface 
(see Figure 2.5) in laterally-heterogeneous rocks with randomly varied material 
properties (the model size is same as that in Figure 2.9): (a and b) Frictional stresses in x 
direction (τ1f) and in z direction (τ2f) with the range of 20%; (c and d) Frictional 
stresses in x direction (τ1f) and in z direction (τ2f) with the range of 50%. 
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2.3.5 Wellbore Stability and Shear Stress Development Along Wellbore 
When internal boundaries (e.g., wellbores or fractures) are created in the stressed 
model, as described previously, and these are subjected to uniform pressures across 
layers (e.g., drilling mud pressure or fracturing fluid pressure), one anticipates shear 
displacement at the interface between layers and potential slip failure. To evaluate this 
potential a 6-inch diameter vertical wellbore was located at 250 ft from the edge of the 
model and centered long the width of the model (Figure 2.12).  
 
 
 
Figure 2.12 - Vertical well location. To obtain a reliable result for stress concentration 
along the wellbore, the meshes should be fine enough in the vicinity of the wellbore in 
the model. 
 
 
The hoop stresses at the wellbore face were calculated based on Eqs. (2.9) and 
(2.10) (in the plane of transverse isotropy). Figure 2.13 compares the maximum hoop 
stresses, as a function of depth, provided by the analytical solution and the numerical 
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model. The analytical (dark red) and numerical (blue) solutions for the laterally-
homogeneous model show generally a good agreement but there are still small 
difference between them. The difference corresponds to that between the effective 
horizontal stress distributions from the analytic- and the numeric-model results, in 
Figures 2.7-c and 2.7-d.  The analytical hoop stress for the mudstones is lower than the 
FEA hoop stress, and for the carbonates, the opposite is the case. This is also an effect of 
the interfaces and their properties. The difference between the laterally-homogeneous 
and laterally-heterogeneous cases is also of interest. Results indicate that increasing the 
lateral-heterogeneity of the model increases the hoop stress difference across the 
interfaces, and makes these more prone to failure.    
These results are also compared against the yield stress and the peak stress for 
the individual layers, to evaluate the potential development of wellbore failure and 
wellbore breakouts. Results show that the wellbore is stable. That is, the developed 
maximum tangential stress is, at all depths, lower than the rock yield strength. 
Although a sable wellbore is anticipated with the lower maximum tangential 
stress than the rock yield strength of each layer, in this study, a stronger lateral-
heterogeneity of rocks with smaller yield strengths may cause wellbore failure under the 
given loading condition of the model. The presence of rock layering and the contrast in 
elastic properties between layers cause complex maximum hoop stress distributions with 
depth. In addition, the introduced lateral-heterogeneity of rock increases the variance of 
the stresses across the interfaces, increasing the potential for wellbore failure. Thus, rock 
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layering with contrasting properties between layers and laterally-heterogeneous rocks 
will be required to realistic assessments of wellbore stability. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.13 - Maximum hoop stress distribution along wellbore. The maximum hoop 
stresses obtained from the analytical and numerical solutions are compared with the 
yield strength and peak strength of each layer. The graph in the black box shows the 
comparison between the analytical and numerical solutions in both the laterally-
homogeneous and the laterally-heterogeneous models.  
 
 
Figures 2.14-a through 2.14-c show the distribution of the τ12 shear stress along 
the wellbore walls for the laterally-homogeneous and laterally-heterogeneous models. 
This corresponds to shear stresses along the xy plane. Figure 2.14-a shows the shear 
distribution in the laterally-homogeneous model. For this case, the shear stress is 
negligible within the xy plane except at the wellbore, where it localized and can be as 
high as 20 psi. The detail in Figure 2.14-a shows the significant wellbore shear that 
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occurs in the region adjacent to the weak interface. Figure 2.14-b shows the 
corresponding development of shear for the laterally-heterogeneous case. Here one 
observes localized higher shear stresses along the body of the model and the wellbore. 
Figure 2.14-c compares the shear stress developed at the wellbore between the laterally-
homogeneous and laterally-heterogeneous models.    
From these results, it is seen that in the laterally-homogeneous model, the shear 
development is localized along the interfaces between layers. In the laterally-
heterogeneous model, the development of shear is also controlled by the heterogeneous 
distribution of elastic properties within each layer, and thus is less localized along the 
interfaces. The magnitude of the shear stress, however, is comparable. 
As shown in Figure 2.8, no shear stress developed in the laterally-homogeneous 
model without a wellbore. However, as a vertical well exists in the model, the wellbore 
acts as boundaries with potential shear displacements along each interface. However, 
shear displacement is restricted by the supporting rock around the circumference of the 
borehole and therefore shear stresses develop around the wellbore. If different degrees of 
heterogeneity are introduced to the model with a wellbore, the interfaces near the 
wellbore are not the only interfaces that develop shear stresses as shown in Figures 2.10-
a to 2.10-d. Shear stresses can be developed in the laterally-heterogeneous model. Thus, 
the potential for shear stresses to develop in the system, including at the wellbore walls, 
may decrease or increase depending on the magnitude of the lateral heterogeneity in 
material properties. 
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Figure 2.14 - (a) τ12 distribution in laterally-homogeneous rocks; (b) τ12 distribution in 
laterally-heterogeneous rocks with the range of ±20%; (c) Comparison between τ12 
distributions along wellbore in laterally-homogeneous rocks and heterogeneous rocks 
with the range of ±20%. 
 
(a) 
Wellbore 
(c) 
(b) 
Wellbore 
(lb/ft2) 
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2.3.6 Shear Slip along Weak Interfaces During Hydraulic Fracturing 
When a hydraulic fracture is created in a layered media with large stress contrast 
between layers, and these layers become supported by a more uniform (fracturing) fluid 
pressure, relative shear displacement at the interfaces between layers is anticipated. In 
addition, the near-fracture failure may promote seepage of fluid to the interfaces and 
subsequent pressurization. This reduces the normal stress (contact pressure) at the 
interface and increases the potential for shear slip. To evaluate this effect, a vertical 
fracture was included in the model at the central location along the width of the model 
(Figure 2.15-a). The model does not represent the hydraulic fracture propagation as a 
function of pressure but simulates the effect of the fracture, after it has been propagated, 
as uniform pressure boundary condition to an internal surface (y-z) in the model. The 
model represent neither the presence of hydraulic fluids nor their potential seepage into 
weak interfaces between layers. However, it represents the mechanical effect of loading 
the heterogeneous system with uniform loading and allows us to investigate the potential 
generation of localized shear resulting from this, for a given realization of heterogeneity 
within the layers.  
Figure 2.15-a shows hydraulic fracture created in the strongly laterally-
heterogeneous model. The net pressure that develops during hydraulic fracturing, which 
is the difference between the treatment pressure and the minimum stress, typically varies 
in the range of 200 psi to 800 psi, with few exceptions. In the present model, the stresses 
vary from layer to layer, and thus we used a uniform pressure of 400 psi above the 
effective vertical stress (2250 psi). This choice reflects the small differences between the 
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vertical and minimum horizontal stress within the stiff layers (Figure 2.7). The fracture 
length and height are modeled as 600 ft and 445.3 ft, respectively. Figure 2.15-b exposes 
the surface along which the uniform pressure was applied to simulate the presence of a 
hydraulic fracture (red arrows) and the resulting deformations induced by the uniform 
pressure (blue to red). The largest deformation (0.103 ft) develops in the lower Young 
modulus calcareous mudstone (Material 3). The stiffer carbonate layers deform 
considerably less, in proportion to their higher Young Moduli. We are particularly 
interested in Interfaces 1 and 2, which represent weak interfaces at the contacts between 
the carbonate benches and the organic-rich mudstones (Figure 2.15-b). Figures 2.15-c 
and 2.15d show the frictional shear stress distributions (CSHEAR1 in lbs per square 
foot) within these surfaces. Results show the development of 45 psi of shear stress on 
Interface 1 (green region) and 110 psi on Interface 2 (dark green region). The extent of 
the region with increased shear stress varies from 125 ft to 250 ft from the fracture face.  
Given the conditions of the model (parallel and horizontal planes of weakness, 
aligned with the in-situ stress), hydraulic fracturing alone does not elevate the shear to its 
critical value for failure. The weak interfaces need to be critically stressed for triggering 
failure. However, we anticipate that if the treatment pressures, during fracturing, are 
similar or higher than the vertical stress, seepage of hydraulic fracturing will be initiated 
by the development of shear in the neighborhood of the fracture face, and promoted 
further by the pressurization of these, as the fluid moves into the interface, increasing the 
potential for shear failure.  
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Given the conditions of the model at the faces of a hydraulic fracture, and at the 
interfaces between layers, shear stresses develop further beyond the effect of 
heterogeneous nature of rocks because the planes of weakness are pressurized during 
hydraulic fracturing. The magnitude of these depend on the contrast between the layer 
properties, the degree of heterogeneity and the magnitude of the pressurization. Given 
the low effective vertical stress, fluid penetration will be possible and, if the interfaces 
are very weak, they may fail. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.15 - (a) Hydraulic fracturing treatment; (b) Lateral deformations induced by 
hydraulic fracturing; (c and d) Frictional shear stresses in x direction at interfaces 1 and 
2 indicated in (b).  
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2.4 Conclusions 
Numerical (Finite Element Analysis) simulations were conducted on layered and 
discontinuous rocks, representative of organic-rich mudstones and carbonate sequences, 
which are typically found in unconventional reservoirs. This study, part of a broader 
field study, set out to investigate the consequences of rock layering with contrasting 
mechanical properties and non-welded interfaces, on shear stress development at 
interfaces between rock layers (which are bed parallel and sub-horizontal), during in-situ 
stress loading, well construction, and hydraulic fracturing. For these investigations, we 
simulated, using known field formation properties, three cases of laterally-homogeneous, 
laterally-heterogeneous, and strongly laterally-heterogeneous layered rocks with weak 
interfaces between layers.   
The model’s results show that shear stresses do not develop in the laterally-
homogeneous model during in-situ stress loading, which includes gravity loading, under 
conditions of uniaxial-strain boundaries, followed by tectonic shortening. However, a 
small and localized shear development is observed in the laterally-heterogeneous modes, 
and the magnitude of the shear stress development is proportional to the magnitude and 
distribution of the imposed material-heterogeneity (i.e., the contrast and distribution in 
the elastic properties). 
This study has identified that the interfaces and their properties influence the 
difference between the analytic- and the numeric-model results. This is true for both 
effective horizontal stress distribution with depth and hoop stress distribution at the 
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vertical wellbore walls. The analytical model assumes fully decoupled layers in relation 
to their assigned interface properties while the FEA model assumes coupled layers.  
Under in-situ stress loading, the presence of rock layering and the contrast in 
elastic properties between layers cause the large stress contrast between adjacent layers 
and localized changes in stress faulting regimes. In the case of a vertical well, shear 
stresses and complex hoop stresses develop along the borehole walls in the laterally-
homogeneous model. Introducing lateral-heterogeneity into the rock increases the 
difference in the hoop stresses across the interfaces, resulting in the increased potential for 
wellbore failure, while the shear development will be affected by the combined result of 
layered heterogeneity and lateral heterogeneity at the wellbore walls, and can increase or 
decrease, accordingly. 
Under uniform pressure loading, along a large area that simulates a hydraulic 
fracture being created, we observe a measurable shear stress development, along the 
bed-parallel direction, that propagates a significant distance into the reservoir (125 to 
250 ft). However this is insufficient to level required for shear failure. Results indicate 
that the weak interfaces need to be critically stressed for shear failure to take place. The 
model does not evaluate fluid seepage into the weak interfaces, but we propose that if 
the treatment pressures are similar or higher than the vertical stress, which is common in 
overpressured unconventional reservoirs, seepage of hydraulic fracturing fluid will be 
initiated by the near-wellbore shear at the weak interfaces, and promoted further by the 
fluid penetration and pressurization of these interfaces, increasing the potential for shear 
failure. 
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The simulations we conducted show that strong heterogeneity and strong 
structural components are needed to develop sufficient shear for shear failure along the 
interfaces between rock layers. The economic consequences of shear slip along weak 
interfaces are associated to the reduced vertical extent of hydraulic fracture growth, the 
reduced well production, and the increased risk for well failure conditions. Therefore, for 
developing adequate mitigation strategies for these problems, it is very important to 
understand the sources of shear, and consequently, the layered and heterogeneous nature 
of the reservoir. Future efforts will aim to quantify the effect of hydraulic fluids and 
fluid seepage to the interfaces on shear slip along the weak interfaces. Future efforts will 
also be aimed at various case studies with inclined and discontinuous interfaces in actual 
field, for the potential shear failure. 
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3. EFFECT OF ROCK LAYERS AND WEAK INTERFACES ON  
HYDRAULIC FRACTURE HEIGHT GROWTH* 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
            Hydraulic fracturing (HF) treatments have been widely used to enhance oil and 
gas production (Economides and Nolte, 2000; Holditch, 2006). Improving the 
representation of these treatments with more adequate numerical modeling is important 
because it helps to increase the created fracture surface area, to reduce completion costs, 
and to improve well production. When considering more complex reservoirs, such as 
shale and mudstone, numerical simulation of the hydraulic fracture treatments is 
considerably more challenging because of the layered nature of the rock and the impact 
of the associated interfaces of contact between layers, inhomogeneity, and pre-existing 
natural fractures on hydraulic fracture growth.  
            Conventional methods for numerical modeling of hydraulic fractures were 
developed for homogeneous and elastic rocks. These generally do not provide adequate 
solutions for inhomogeneous, layered rocks, which are built with stiff and compliant 
layer couplets that can exhibit strongly contrasting elastic properties. In addition, the 
interfaces between these layers introduce displacement discontinuities and localized 
aperture-dependent fluid seepage.  
                                                 
* Reprinted with permission form “Finite-Element Simulations of Hydraulic Fracture Height Growth on 
Layered Mudstones with Weak Interfaces” by Rho, S., Noynaert, S., Bunger, A. P., Zolfaghari, N., Xing, 
P., Abell, B., and Suarez-Rivera, R., 2017, 51st US Rock Mechanics/Geomechanics Symposium. 
Copyright 2017 by Aemrcial Rock Mechanics Association (ARMA). 
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            Whether considering a homogeneous stiff medium or otherwise, hydraulic 
fracture simulators inevitably must deal with challenges arising from the stress 
singularity that mathematically occurs at the fracture tip in the context of classical linear 
elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM, Rice and Rosengren, 1968; Sinclair, 1996). To 
resolve these problems using finite element analysis (FEA), the cohesive zone model 
(CZM) was introduced and developed (Barenblatt, 1959; Barenblatt, 1962; Dugdale, 
1960; Mokryakov, 2011; Lecampion, 2012; Chen et al., 2009; Sarris and Papanastasiou, 
2011; Sarris and Papanastasiou, 2012; Carrier and Granet, 2012; Yao, 2012; Yao et al., 
2015; Haddad and Sepehrnoori, 2015). Using CZM, the problem of developing 
mathematical singularities by having zero fracture opening at the crack tip is avoided by 
assuming the existence of fracture process zone that results in a finite fracture opening at 
the crack tip. In addition, in CZM simulations of fracture propagation, each time step of 
numerical computation may proceed without the need of remeshing the model.  
            The cohesive zone (CZ) concept was first introduced by Barenblatt (1959, 1962), 
and Dugdale (1960). Chen et al. (2009) investigated the cases of hydraulic fracture 
propagation of penny shaped fractures propagating in a toughness-dominated regime, 
and in an impermeable infinite, elastic medium using the pore-pressure-cohesive element 
method. Sarris and Papanastasiou (2011) studied the influence of the cohesive process 
zone in hydraulic fracture propagation under plane-strain conditions. They also 
examined the influence of formation permeability, injection rate, and formation 
compressibility on fracture geometry using the cohesive zone numerical approach (Sarris 
and Papanastasiou, 2012). Carrier and Granet (2012) developed a zero-thickness-finite 
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element method, to model fracture propagation in a permeable poroelastic medium by a 
cohesive zone model. They also investigated the influence of the porous medium 
permeability and fluid viscosity on the fracture propagation using their zero-thickness 
cohesive elements. Yao (2012) developed a 3D pore-pressure-cohesive zone model, to 
investigate the effects of rock properties on fracture geometry and on the fracture 
process zone. This model considered fracturing in quasi-brittle/ductile rocks. Yao et al. 
(2015) predicted the nucleation and propagation of a penny-shaped, fluid-driven 
fracture, in sandstone using the 3D-pore-pressure-cohesive zone model. Haddad and 
Sepehrnoori (2015) modeled 3D single- and double-stage hydraulic fracturing, using a 
pore-pressure-cohesive-zone model. They conducted parametric studies on rock 
mechanical properties (Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio), pumping rate, fluid 
viscosity, and leakoff coefficient, in an attempt to define important controlling factors to 
hydraulic fracturing and reservoir stimulation. 
      More recently, using CZM, many of investigators have provided numerical solutions 
for HF/NF interaction. Chavez-Gonzalez et al. (2015b) investigated two dimensional 
HF/NF interaction behaviors using cohesive zone methods. They presented important 
parameters that affect the HF/NF interaction and its resulting geometry. Chen et al. 
(2017) investigated the interaction of a single HF intersecting a single NF, using a fully 
coupled 2D CZM. They evaluated the effect of various parameters on hydraulic fracture 
propagation. Nikam et al. (2016) introduced a three layered, three dimensional 
geomechanical model with a HF intersecting with pre-existing NF, using cohesive 
elements. They conducted a detailed sensitivity analysis evaluating the impact of in-situ 
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stresses, injection rate, injection fluid and NF properties on HF propagation and its 
interaction with a NF. Haddad et al. (2017) proposed a novel 3D fracture-intersection 
model to quantify HF/NF interaction behaviors and fluid infiltration to NFs.   
            In this study, we are interested in modeling the interaction between hydraulic 
fractures with rock layers and weak interfaces during hydraulic fracturing from a 
horizontal wellbore. This study has been conducted on multiple layers (at least 30 layers) 
with interfaces between layers, which have not been previously investigated using 
numerical simulations. To accomplish this, we used the pore-pressure-cohesive-element 
method in ABAQUS FEA software. Although the cohesive element approach has a 
limitation on the fracture propagation along predefined fracture paths, it is able to 
numerically simulate the coupling between rock deformation, fracture propagation, 
viscous fluid flow within the fractures, and fluid seepage to the weak interfaces. 
Elasticity theory and lubrication theory are the main physical modeling frameworks used 
to simulate rock deformation and fluid flow, respectively. Constructing this model using 
the pore-pressure-cohesive elements is accompanied by a number of challenges, and this 
study discusses these challenges and their resolution in the modeling. 
            The work also includes a parametric study conducted to evaluate the relationship 
between the localized fluid loss controlled by the hydraulic conductivity (HC) of the 
weak interfaces and the classical, macro-scale measure of total fluid loss and fluid 
efficiency evaluated at the end of the treatment (i.e., fluid efficiency which is defined as 
the ratio of the created fracture volume to the total injected fluid volume). The results 
show a systematic decrease in fracture height and fluid efficiency with increasing values 
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of interface hydraulic conductivity (for an invariant number of interfaces and interface 
locations). This relationship is important because of its potential impact on improving 
fracture diagnostics in the field. We also observe that the interface strength and fluid 
viscosity have a strong effect on fracture height growth as well as fluid efficiency. The 
current model has limitations to some extent because it is 2D, but the above findings are 
important to give great ideas for developing better predictions of well productivity as 
well as an improved assessment of fracture height growth and the created fracture 
surface area. 
 
3.2 Basic Definitions and Theories 
3.2.1 Cohesive Traction-Separation Relations 
            The damage initiation and the evolution of the cohesive zone are defined by a 
bilinear traction-separation failure criterion, as shown in Figure 3.1. The material 
behaves in a linear elastic manner with the resistive traction, at the boundaries of the 
cohesive-element, increasing linearly with opening displacement up to its critical 
damage initiation displacement δ0 and up to its maximum tensile stress Tmax. 
Subsequently, the resisting traction decreases linearly with increasing opening 
displacement beyond δ0. Damage of the cohesive zone thus accumulates linearly, until 
the separation reaches its critical value at complete failure δf and the resisting traction is 
zero. The area under the traction-separation bilinear failure law is defined as the work 
required to create the fracture or the fracture energy Gc, which is associated to the rock 
fracture toughness KIC by (Rice 1968; Kanninen and Popelar 1985): 
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𝐺𝑐 =
𝐾𝐼𝐶
2 (1 − 𝜈2)
𝐸
                                                          (3.1) 
where E is Young’s modulus and ν is Poisson’s ratio. To construct the traction 
separation law, one defines Tmax and Gc from the known rock properties, then δf is 
calculated based on the known area (Gc) under the failure envelope. To estimate δ0, a 
ratio α is introduced as δ0/ δf, which is defined as the critical separation ratio. Based on a 
value of α, δ0 is evaluated, and knowing Tmax, the slope representing the elastic behavior 
of the element is defined. The latter is defined as the cohesive stiffness K of the element, 
which can be expressed as the elastic modulus of the cohesive element per unit length. 
Using all the parameters introduced above, Gc is rewritten as 
𝐺𝑐 =
1
2
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥𝛿𝑓 =
1
2𝛼
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥𝛿0 =
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
2
2𝛼𝐾
                                              (3.2) 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 - Typical bilinear traction-separation law for the cohesive element. 
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            Figure 3.2 illustrates the mechanism of hydraulic fracturing with a finite-sized 
cohesive zone, which is separated into unbroken and broken cohesive-zone regions. The 
unbroken cohesive zone represents the region immediately adjacent to the fracture tip 
and is called the fracture process zone. The traction-separation law is still valid with 
nonzero surface tractions at the boundary of the fracture process zone. The broken 
cohesive zone represents the open fracture at some distance from the fracture tip. Once 
the cohesive zone is completely broken and the fracture is filled with fluid, the traction-
separation law no longer applies, and the separation is controlled by the fracturing fluid 
pressure acting on the fracture surfaces as coupled to the deformation of the adjacent 
rock. 
            Currently, there is no standard method for identifying the fracture tip location, 
but there are three specific locations that can be identified from the traction-separation 
failure envelope: 1) the first location is defined when the element separation is just about 
to be initiated (δ=0); 2) the second location corresponds to the point where the resisting 
traction reaches the cohesive strength Tmax (δ= δ0); and 3) the last location corresponds to 
the point when the resisting traction is zero (δ= δf) (Shet and Chandra, 2002). Figure 3.2 
shows the relationship between the mathematical crack tip, which gives rise to 
singularities, and the alternative representation by the cohesive crack tip (δ= δ0) and the 
material crack tip (δ= δf), which are defined within the unbroken cohesive zone (Shet 
and Chandra, 2002). The cohesive crack tip is generally considered as the front of the 
fracturing fluid and the boundary to which this can permeate into the damaged cohesive 
zone (δ0≤ δ≤ δf).  
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Figure 3.2 - Schematic diagram of cohesive zone in hydraulic fracturing (modified from 
Gonzalez et al., 2015a). 
 
 
3.2.2 Tangential Permeability and Hydraulic Conductivity within the Cohesive 
Zone 
 
            A schematic fluid flow diagram within the fracture and near the fracture tip is 
shown in Figure 3.3. Two types of flow are highlighted in the figure: tangential flow and 
normal flow. The normal flow is not considered in this model because the fluid leakoff 
into the porous medium is negligibly small in nano-Darcy rock and is ignored in this 
study.  
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Figure 3.3 - Definitions of flow-related quantities in a hydraulic fracture with a cohesive 
zone. 
 
 
Following the constraints of the lubrication theory, the hydraulic fracturing fluid 
is assumed to be an incompressible, Newtonian fluid. The requirement for conservation 
of mass in 1D flow (Boone and Ingraffea, 1990) is given by the 1D continuity equation, 
as follows: 
𝑑𝑞
𝑑𝑥
−
𝑑𝑤
𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑞𝑙 = 0                                                           (3.3) 
where q is the local flow rate per unit height, along the fracture in direction x, ql is the 
local fluid loss to the  permeable rock (this was assumed zero in this study), and w is the 
fracture opening. The requirement of conservation of momentum is given by the 
lubrication equation, the Poiseuille’s law, as follows: 
𝑞 = 𝑢𝑤 = −
𝑤3𝑑𝑝
12𝜇𝑑𝑥
                                                        (3.4) 
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where p is the fluid pressure, u is the average velocity of the fluid over the cross-section 
of the fracture, and μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. Therefore we can write the 
fluid flow as 
𝑞 = −𝑘𝑡
𝑑𝑝
𝑑𝑥
                                                                (3.5) 
where kt is the tangential permeability, 𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑥 is the rate of pressure change in the 
direction of the crack. One challenge in the simulations is that for cohesive elements in 
ABAQUS, there are three different quantities that need to be defined properly in order to 
obtain the correct value of the fracture opening. The opening is found with 𝑑 = 𝑡𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 −
𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔 + 𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡, where the three contributing quantities are: 
1) 𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔, which is the initial thickness of the crack, 
2) 𝑡𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟, which is the current thickness of the crack, 
3) 𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 is a small, non-physical initial opening that is defined to avoid numerical 
difficulties for deriving fluid flow when the opening is zero. 
            Hence, ABAQUS uses ?̂? = 𝑡𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 − 𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔 as the opening in Poiseuille’s law, so w 
= ?̂? or aperture, and the assumed value for  𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 is 0.0001 m, which is used only for the 
first element close to the inlet in this study. Combining Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5), the 
tangential permeability kt is obtained as 
                                      𝑘𝑡 =
?̂?3
12𝜇
                                                                      (3.6) 
The tangential permeability is thus defined by the resistance to fluid flow between two 
smooth parallel walls that are separated by an aperture (?̂?) and by the viscosity (μ) of the 
fracturing fluid. Within the broken cohesive zone, once the cohesive-elements are 
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opened, the tangential permeability governs the coupling between fluid flow and fracture 
propagation, following the cubic law relationship to the fracture aperture, as shown in 
Eq. (3.6). However, within the unbroken cohesive zone, before the cohesive-elements 
are totally opened, fluid flow is governed by Darcy law as 
                                  𝑞 = −
𝐾?̂?
ρg
𝑑𝑝
𝑑𝑥
                                                                   (3.7) 
where K is the hydraulic conductivity and is defined as 
                                      𝐾 = 𝜅
𝜌𝑔
𝜇
                                                                      (3.8) 
Here 𝜅 is the intrinsic permeability, 𝜌 and 𝜇 are the fluid density and viscosity, 
respectively, and 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration.  The hydraulic conductivity is 
defined by Eq. (3.8) but also applied identically to Eq. (3.6) with a constant prescribed 
opening allowing fluid to move into the unbroken cohesive-zone, building pressure, and 
thus promoting opening and failure of the cohesive-zone. The same concept of cohesive-
element behavior is used for the numerical representation of the hydraulic fracture and 
the weak interfaces between rock layers. The difference between the two resides in the 
properties assigned to their elements.   
 
3.2.3 Analytical Solution for KGD Model 
            In this study, the numerical model was validated by benchmarking against 
Adachi’s solution (Adachi, 2001) for the Khristinaovic-Geertsma-de Klerk (KGD) 
model (Geertsma and de Klerk, 1969). The KGD model is a 2D plane-strain model 
based on linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM).  
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Assuming no leakoff into the porous medium, the solution of the plane strain KGD 
hydraulic fracture in an infinite elastic body is a function of the injection rate Q0, and the 
three material parameters 𝐸′, 𝐾′, and 𝜇′, which are identified by 
𝐸′ =
𝐸
1 − 𝜈2
, 𝐾′ = (
32
𝜋
)
1/2
𝐾𝐼𝐶 , 𝜇
′ = 12𝜇                                (3.9) 
where 𝐸′ is the plane strain elastic modulus, and 𝐾′ and 𝜇′ are simply introduced to tidy 
up the governing equations. 𝐸′, 𝐾′, and 𝜇′ simply mean elastic modulus, toughness, and 
fluid viscosity, respectively. 
            In Adachi’s solution for the KGD model, the fracture opening w(x,t), the fracture 
half-length l(t), and the net fluid pressure p(x,t) are calculated by (Adachi, 2001) 
𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝜀(𝑡)𝐿(𝑡)𝛺[𝜉, 𝑃(𝑡)] = 𝜀(𝑡)𝐿(𝑡)𝛾[𝑃(𝑡)]?̅?(𝜉)                                       
𝑝(𝑥, 𝑡) =  𝜀(𝑡)𝐸′𝛱[𝜉, 𝑃(𝑡)]                                                   (3.10) 
𝑙(𝑡) = 𝛾[𝑃(𝑡)]𝐿(𝑡)                                                                        
where 𝜀(𝑡) is a small dimensionless number; L(t) is the lengthscale of the fracture half-
length; P(t) is the dimensionless evolution parameter; 𝜉 is the scaled coordinate and 
given by 𝜉 = 𝑥/𝑙(𝑡) (0 ≤ 𝜉 ≤ 1); 𝛺, 𝛾, and 𝛱 are the dimensionless fracture opening, 
length or radius, and net fluid pressure, respectively. 
            There are two types of propagation regime except for the leakoff-dominated 
regime: the viscosity-dominated and toughness-dominated regimes (Adachi, 2001). The 
propagation regime is defined as a regime in which one particular process accounts for 
most of the dissipated energy during fracture propagation, and therefore the viscosity-
dominated and toughness-dominated regimes  
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            These two propagation regimes require two scaling schemes: viscosity and 
toughness scaling, respectively. The detailed explanations for the scaling can be found in 
the corresponding literature (see Adachi, 2001), but the required equations for 
calculating Eq. (3.10) are presented in this dissertation. In the viscosity scaling (denoted 
by a subscript m), the dimensionless parameters 𝜀 and L can be written by 
𝜀𝑚 = (
𝜇′
𝐸′𝑡
)
1/3
,    𝐿𝑚 = (
𝐸′𝑄0
3𝑡4
𝜇′
)
1/6
                                        (3.11) 
where the subscript ‘m’ represents the use of the viscosity scaling  
The evolution parameter P(t) corresponds to a dimensionless toughness 𝜅𝑚, given by 
𝜅𝑚 = 𝐾′ (
1
𝐸′3𝜇′𝑄0
)
1/4
                                                      (3.12) 
In the toughness scaling (denoted by a subscript k), the scaling factors 𝜀𝑘 and 𝐿𝑘 are 
expressed by 
𝜀𝑘 = (
𝐾′4
𝐸′4𝑄0𝑡
)
1/3
,    𝐿𝑘 = (
𝐸′𝑄0𝑡
𝐾′
)
2/3
                                      (3.13) 
and the evolution parameter P(t) can be interpreted as a dimensionless viscosity Mk, 
given by  
𝑀𝑘 = 𝜇′ (
𝐸′3𝑄0
𝐾′4
)                                                         (3.14)  
K-vertex solution in the toughness-scaling, corresponding to a case with Mk, = 0 (the 
limit of inviscid fluid), can be written in the following forms (Perkins and Kern, 1961; 
Garagash, 2006): 
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𝛾𝑘0 =
2
𝜋2/3
,    Ω̅𝑘0 = 𝜋
1/3√1 − 𝜉2,     Π𝑘0 =
𝜋1/3
8
                           (3.15) 
where Ω̅𝑘0 = Ω𝑘0/𝛾𝑘0. 
 
3.3 Finite Element Modeling 
3.3.1 Model Implementation 
            Numerical simulations were carried out using pore-pressure-cohesive-elements in 
ABAQUS 2016. CPE4R elements (4-node plane-strain elements with reduced 
integration) were used for rock matrix defining the rock layers, and COD2D4P elements 
(two-dimensional pore-pressure-cohesive-elements (PPCE)) for the predefined main 
vertical fracture, and for the bed-parallel weak interfaces in the layered rock. The PPCEs 
are helpful in representing the mechanical interaction between the propagating fracture 
and the weak interfaces, as well as the partitioning of fluid flow between main fracture 
and the horizontal fracture offshoots. Therefore, they enable evaluating the crossing or 
no-crossing conditions of the hydraulic fracture growing through a sequence of weak 
interfaces, as well as the overall fluid loss to these interfaces during fracture propagation.   
            The schematic diagram shown in Figure 3.4 represents the geometry of the model 
with one exception that for the sake of presenting, all the PPCEs shown with a thickness, 
while in practice the PPCEs associated with the main, vertical hydraulic fracture have 
zero thickness. This is constructed to model the upper half of a hydraulic fracture 
generated from a set of perforations along a horizontal well. In the numerical model, the 
surfaces of rock elements and PPCEs are tied together so that the cohesive elements are 
surrounded by two layers of rock.  
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            Assuming no far-field stress, the model is constructed with fixed boundaries at 
all surfaces except the bottom surface, which is constrained only in y-direction. In order 
to get more accurate results that follow real geometry, all the rock layers are made so as 
to be large relative to the fracture displacement. There are no tractions applied to the 
model, and the stresses are only developed passively at the fixed boundaries. Also, the 
opening of the interfaces must not reach the boundary of the model before the hydraulic 
fracturing process is completed, and therefore the total length of the model is much 
larger than its total height.   
            In practice, however, it is difficult to avoid the boundary effects of the bottom 
surface in this half model. The opening behavior of the first interface is affected by the 
model boundary unless the first interface is located sufficiently far away from the inlet – 
which is impractical to do. Thus, for analysis of the results, it is recommended to ignore 
the early time calculations when the propagating tip is still very close to the lower 
boundary. 
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Figure 3.4 - Schematic diagram of multi-layered rocks with pore pressure cohesive 
elements. To better show the geometry, all cohesive elements have a thickness applied. 
However, the cohesive elements that represent hydraulic fracture have zero thickness.  
 
 
Special attention is required at the intersection between the main, vertical 
hydraulic fracture and each interface between rock layers. The technique, illustrated in 
Figure 3.5, accounts for the interaction of these intersecting fractures by sharing the four 
pore-pressure-nodes of each hydraulic fracture element with the interface cohesive-
elements at a node. This means that when the fluid pressure reaches the shared pore-
pressure node, the other three elements will be set to that pressure and hence can 
potentially be a path for hydraulic fracture. At this point, we also recommend to break 
the bounding of the four elements and make them already open so that fluid can initiate 
in any favorable direction. Additionally, the main hydraulic fracture is modeled with 
zero-thickness cohesive elements in which the top and bottom nodes lay directly on each 
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other. However, the interface nodes require special treatment to avoid interpenetration as 
the main hydraulic fracture approaches them. Hence, the interface CZ elements are given 
an initial thickness of 1 mm. This is sufficiently large compared to the hydraulic fracture 
width so as to minimize any distortion or pinching of interface CZ elements when main 
hydraulic fractures opens near the regions of intersection between the hydraulic fracture 
and the interface CZ elements.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.5 - Connection of cohesive elements at HF/interface intersections.  
 
 
3.3.2 Input Parameters 
Table 3.1 shows the mechanical properties (Young’s modulus and Poisson’s 
ratio) of the three rock types used in the model: soft, intermediate and hard. The values 
were estimated based on unconventional field data. 
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Table 3.1 - Rock Properties. 
Rock Young's Modulus (GPa) Poisson's Ratio 
Soft 20.7 0.2 
Intermediate 30 0.25 
Hard 41.4 0.3 
 
 
Table 3.2 - Cohesive zone properties and injection rate. 
 
             
Crack opening within the PPCE is only related to the normal traction applied to 
the cohesive elements (tensile stress), and does not depend on the shear tractions in the 
directions parallel and perpendicular to the fracture. Thus, only the normal stresses are 
considered in the fracture propagation criteria, and shown in Table 3.2. The cohesive 
strength Tmax and the fracture energy Gc of the bilinear fracture separation law for the 
cohesive elements in the hydraulic fracture are defined as 1 MPa and 36 Pa.m, 
respectively. The latter is calculated using Eq. (3.1). The cohesive stiffness K is 
calculated using Eq. (3.2). The elastic modulus of the cohesive elements is defined as the 
cohesive stiffness per the unit length (E = K*unit length) in ABAQUS.  
HF Interface Notes
1.E+06 5.E+04 Tmax of interface CZ is 20 times less than that of HF CZ.
6.944E+11 1.563E+11
K of CZs is recommeded to be greater than that of rocks 
(about 30 times and 7 times greater than the minimum K of rocks
for HF and interface CZs, respectively).
36 4 Gc of Interface CZ is 9 times less than that of HF CZ.
Soft Rock 8.81E+05 2.94E+05
Intermediate Rock 1.07E+06 3.58E+05
Hard Rock 1.28E+06 4.27E+05
µ is negligibly small for benchmarking a toughness-dominated regime.
0.001 0.1 ~ 1.5 
K of HF CZ is negligibly small because of no fracture permeability in the 
initial zero-thickness elements. However, that of interface CZ is various 
depending on the interface intrinsic permeability with a constant µ.
It should be noted that the unit is m
3
/s/m in the 2D model.Injection Rate (m
3
/s/m) 0.001
Cohesive Zone
Cohesive Strength, Tmax (Pa)
Cohesive Stiffness, K (Pa/m)
Fracture Energy, Gc (Pa*m)
Fracture
Toughness, 
KIC (Pa*m
0.5
)
Hydraulic Conductivity, K (m/s)
Table 2. Cohesive zone properties and injection rate
KIC is a function of Gc in T-S curve and E and ν of rocks.
Viscosity, µ (Pa*s) 0.0001
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For a homogeneous medium, or for a layered rock with welded interfaces, the 
elastic modulus of the HF-cohesive-elements is the same as that of the homogeneous 
rock or the rock layers. For a layered rock with non-welded interfaces, the elastic moduli 
of the HF-cohesive elements and the interface-cohesive elements should be larger than 
those of the rock layers. This assures that the two types of elements remain tied together.  
For interface opening and fluid loss along interfaces (we will simply call this “fluid loss” 
from now on), the cohesive strength and cohesive energy of the CZ-interface-elements 
should be very small compared to those of the CZ-HF elements because of the 
difficulties of the interface opening at the pumping rate used and under the fluid pressure 
within the fractures in this study. We used interface elements with cohesive strength 
(Tmax) 20 times smaller (50 kPa) and a cohesive energy (Gc) 9 times smaller (4 Pa.s) than 
the CZ-HF elements. The strength of the interfaces is directly related to the cohesive 
strength and cohesive energy of the interface-CZ elements.  
Note that we used a very small viscosity (0.0001 Pa.s) in these simulations. The 
purpose was to restrict consideration to cases in which viscous dissipation can be 
neglected (“toughness-dominated regime”). This is convenient for benchmarking and for 
limiting the relevant parametric space for these initial numerical experiments. A range of 
hydraulic conductivity between 0.1 m/s to 1 m/s is used to evaluate the sensitivity to 
fluid loss and to the resulting hydraulic fracture height growth. The injection rate used 
for all cases is 0.001 m3/s/m. A summary of the relevant input parameters is given in 
Table 3.2. 
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3.3.3 Simulation Procedure 
Finite element simulations for this hydraulic fracturing study are conducted in 
multiple steps. Figure 3.6 shows the flow diagram for the numerical simulation 
procedure. First, finite element model geometry, mesh size, and properties of both rock 
and cohesive elements as well as injection rate are defined in an Excel input file. In the 
next step, to create an ABAQUS input file, pre-built Matlab scripts are opened, and most 
conditions required in the numerical simulation are defined: initial gap opening in 
cohesive elements, boundary and loading conditions, total computational time, time 
increment sizes, maximum number of iteration, etc. Once the ABAQUS input file (*.inp) 
is created, it is run in ABAQUS/Standard. The results are plotted directly in 
ABAQUS/CAE or calibrated being plotted in different sources.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.6 - Flow diagram for simulation procedure. 
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3.4 Numerical Simulations of Hydraulic Fracture Height Growth 
3.4.1 Benchmark of KGD Model in a Toughness-Dominated Regime 
The numerical model was validated by benchmarking against Adachi’s solution 
(Adachi, 2001) for the Khristinaovic-Geertsma-de Klerk (KGD) model (Geertsma and 
de Klerk, 1969). The KGD model is a 2D plane-strain model based on linear elastic 
fracture mechanics (LEFM). The numerical model was validated for the zero-viscosity 
(toughness-dominated) regime for a homogeneous, impermeable solid.  
Hydraulic fracture growth using multiple, identical layers with welded interfaces 
was simulated in ABAQUS to compare and benchmark with the analytical KGD model. 
Figure 3.7 shows these results. The properties for the “intermediate” rock, shown in 
Table 3.1, were used for this comparison. Results from the analytic solution (red) and 
ABAQUS (light blue) are shown and represent 10 seconds of injection at 0.001 m3/s/m 
injection rate. There is good agreement between the analytic and the FEA models. As 
mentioned in the introduction, the KGD model based on LEFM is more suitable to stiff 
rocks, so good agreement would also be expected between the analytic and the FEA 
models for the “hard “ rock shown in Table 3.1. It should be noted that the fracture 
height is provided in meters, while the fracture width is provided in millimeters for 
presentation purposes. The use of an exaggerated width scale, here and throughout this 
section, is essential for visual inspection of the relationship between fracture height and 
width in the models.  
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Figure 3.7 - Hydraulic fracture height versus width, in homogeneous layered rocks with 
welded interfaces (benchmarking KGD model). 
 
 
3.4.2 Effect of Rock Layering with Contrasting Elastic Properties (Welded 
Interfaces)  
 
Following a successful benchmarking of the FEA model with the well-known 
KGD solution, we conducted numerical simulations to evaluate the effect of rock 
layering on the fracture height versus fracture width relationship. For this purpose, a 
model simulating layered rocks with a periodic pattern of high Young’s modulus (hard) 
and low Young’s modulus (soft) layers was constructed (Table 3.1). Figure 3.8 shows 
the model and the resulting fracture height versus width relationship after 10 seconds of 
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injection at 0.001 m3/s/m pumping rate. The effect of the layering is evident; a strong 
contrast in deformation is observed between the stiff and compliant rock layers.   
 
 
 
Figure 3.8 - Layering effect on hydraulic fracture propagation. 
 
 
3.4.3 Effect of Interface Hydraulic Conductivity (Non-Welded Interfaces) 
            Non-welded interfaces are provided with an initial hydraulic conductivity which 
increases as the interface opens. This provides the model with pressure-dependent 
localized regions of fluid loss. To evaluate the effect of the interfaces on fluid loss and 
fracturing fluid efficiency, we first conducted a parametric evaluation of hydraulic 
conductivity and its effect on fracture height growth. For this, we maintain all interface 
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properties of cohesive strength and cohesive energy constant and vary the hydraulic 
conductivity to represent three conditions: 0.1 m/s, 0.5 m/s, and 1 m/s. 
Figure 3.9 shows results from these simulations (light blue, red, gray) compared 
to the case with welded interfaces (black). Figures 3.9-a to 3.9-d, show the fracture 
height growth as a function of time and at 1, 5, 10 and 20 seconds. 
After 1 second of injection, all three curves have a similar fracture height versus 
fracture width behavior and the differences between them are small. A maximum 
difference of approximately 20% is observed. As the injection continues, the differences 
between the various cases increases. The relative differences, however, appears to be the 
same for the last three cases. The reference case represents a case without fluid loss. The 
other cases represent conditions of fluid loss associated with the weak interfaces, as 
controlled by the original hydraulic conductivity of these interfaces and their subsequent 
increase in hydraulic conductivity with increasing aperture, as the fluid pressure in the 
interface increases. Thus, the higher the initial hydraulic conductivity, the faster the 
seepage of fluid to the interface, the faster the subsequent increase in fluid pressure and 
aperture of the interface, and the higher the overall fluid loss. 
Results also show an inverse relationship between fracture height growth and 
fluid loss. The higher the fluid loss, the smaller the fracture height. For example, at 20 
seconds, the fracture height for the model with highest hydraulic conductivity (1 m/s) is 
the lowest (22.5 m), as compared to 33 m for the fracture without fluid loss. The effect 
of rock layering and the contrasting elastic stiffness between layers is also observed in 
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Figures 3.9-a to 3.9-d. The higher the pressure becomes within the fracture, the higher 
the contrast in deformation between the stiff and compliant layers. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.9 - Hydraulic fracture propagation affected by hydraulic conductivity of 
interfaces: (a) at 1sec; (b) at 5 sec; (c) at 10 sec; (d) at 20 sec. 
 
 
3.4.4 Effect of Interface Strength (Non-Welded Interfaces) 
Figure 3.10 shows the effect of interface strength (Tmax and Gc) on hydraulic 
fracture propagation. Three conditions of interface strength are considered with a 
hydraulic conductivity of 0.5 m/s: high, intermediate and low. The values of the cohesive 
strength Tmax and the corresponding fracture energy Gc for these cases are provided in 
Table 3.3. Figures 3.10-a to 3.10-d, show results of fracture height growth versus width 
for these cases, as a function of time, after from 1, 5, 10 and 20 seconds of injection. The 
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contrasts between the layered-rock cases and the homogeneous rock (shown in black) are 
dependent on the interface strength.  The higher the interface strength, the smaller the 
contrast between the fracture heights obtained in the non-welded cases and the welded 
case. In the near-wellbore region, in the range of fracture height from 0 to 10 m, however, 
the differences between the behaviors of all three cases are small comparing to those with 
the larger injection time. 
This observed dependence on the interface strength is understood to arise because 
the fluid’s fluid loss in the near-wellbore region is affected by the fluid pressure and fluid 
velocity more than the interface strength. The fluid pressure reaches the cohesive strengths 
of the interfaces almost simultaneously and the interfaces open identically for all cases. 
Away from the wellbore, however, at distances beyond 10 m, the fluid effect in the near-
wellbore diminishes, differences in behavior are apparent, and the larger the injection 
time, the higher the difference in fracture height between the weak and strong interfaces. 
In these cases, the strength of the weak interface (cohesive-elements) are smaller and can 
be reached earlier. Therefore, the weak interfaces open earlier resulting in introducing 
higher fluid loss and less fracture height growth. 
 
Table 3.3 - Three interface strengths based on Tmax and Gc. 
 
 
Interface Strength Cohesive Strength, Tmax (kPa) Fracture Energy, Gc (Pa*m)
Strong 250 18
Intermediate 120 12
Weak 50 4
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Figure 3.10 - Hydraulic fracture propagation affected by interface strength: (a) at 1sec; 
(b) at 5 sec; (c) at 10 sec; (d) at 20 sec. 
 
 
3.4.5 Effect of Interface Density 
The effect of the number of interfaces (interface density) on fluid loss and the 
fracture height to width relationship was also investigated. For these, a model with 30 
rock layers and layer thickness of 5 m (moderately layered rock) is compared to a second 
model with 60 layers and layer thickness of 2.5 m (finely layered rock). Figure 3.11 
shows these results. The behavior of the moderately layered rock is plotted in solid lines 
and the behavior of the finely layered rock is plotted in dotted lines. Two cases of 
welded-interfaces and non-welded interfaces (with a hydraulic conductivity in the non-
welded cases of 0.5 m/s) are considered. The fracture height growth versus width is 
shown as a function of time and at 5, 10, 20 and 40 seconds. The finely layered rock, 
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which obviously has a higher density of interfaces per unit length of rock, experiences 
higher fluid loss to the interface at all times of injection. This is as expected. In contrast, 
when the interfaces are welded, the results from both cases are identical to each other. 
This indicates that the differences in fracture height versus width as a function of the 
increased number of layers with contrasting stiffness is small, and that the differences 
arise mainly from differences in fluid loss. That being said, in reality there is an 
expectation that additional fracture energy is spent to cross each interface. So, the larger 
the number of interfaces, increased energy loss is expected, and hence one would expect 
diminished height growth. In the control models with welded interfaces, however, the 
additional energy dissipation associated with non-elastic behavior of the interfaces 
during crossing is not represented and so they likely represent an understatement of the 
role of the interfaces in the absence of fluid loss. 
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Figure 3.11 - Hydraulic fracture propagation affected by interface density which is 
characterized by the number and thickness of rock layers: (a) at 5 sec; (b) at 10 sec; (c) 
at 20 sec; (d) at 40 sec. 
 
 
3.4.6 Fluid Efficiency 
The fluid efficiency is defined as the ratio of the created fracture volume to the 
total injected fluid volume. To calculate this ratio, the fracture volume per unit length is 
estimated from the area defined by the fracture height versus fracture width plots in the 
2D model. The total injected fluid volume is calculated from the injection rate and the 
injection time. Figures 3.12-a and 3.12-b show the results of these calculations. The two 
cases of moderately layered rock and finely layered rock are compared. The total 
injected fluid volume is plotted in black. The volume of the resulting fracture is plotted 
in light blue. The difference between these two curves is the fluid loss, and is plotted in 
orange. At the beginning of the hydraulic fracturing treatment, before the fracture 
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reaches the first interface, the fracture volume equals the total volume, and the fluid 
efficiency is 100%. Figure 3.12-c shows that until approximately 0.5 seconds, the fluid 
efficiency of the 5 m thickness layers is 100%. By this time the fluid efficiency of the 
2.5 m thickness layers is 46.3%, because the fracture intersected a number of interfaces 
by this time. After 1 second of injection, the hydraulic fracture in the 5 m thickness 
layers rock has reached the first interface and 31% of the total fluid has been leaked. At 
the same time, in the 2.5 m thickness layers rock, the fluid efficiency is significantly 
lower and equal to 33.5%. Both cases show that each of the fluid efficiency converges to 
a relatively constant value. 
These results represent special cases in that all the interface properties are 
constant. This is not typically the case. In addition, the injection was stopped before the 
fluid loss rate along the interfaces became larger than the injection rate. In reality, 
however, the fluid efficiency may decrease with time, depending on the various interface 
properties and interface density per unit length of rock, the chosen injection rate, and the 
length of the treatment. As shown in Figures 3.11-a to 3.11-d and 3.12-c, the finely 
layered rocks exhibit more fluid loss, along the interfaces, and consequently a lower 
fracturing fluid efficiency and a shorter fracture.  
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Figure 3.12 - Comparisons of fluid volume and fluid efficiency between 30 and 60 
layered rocks with 5 m and 2.5 m thickness layers, respectively: (a) Fluid volume curves 
for 30 layered rock; (b) Fluid volume curves for 60 layered rocks; (c) Fluid efficiency 
curves.  
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3.4.7 Effect of Fluid Viscosity (Non-Welded Interfaces) 
The effect of fluid viscosity was also investigated with maintaining other 
interface properties (Tmax and Gc) constant. The hydraulic conductivity of pre-existing 
interface is written as 
𝐾 = 𝜅 ∗
𝜌𝑔
𝜇
                                                               (3.16) 
where κ is  the intrinsic permeability, ρ is the density of the fluid, g is the acceleration 
due to gravity, and μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. Assuming constant intrinsic 
permeability within the interface, the hydraulic conductivity and the viscosity have an 
inverse relationship. The values of sets of hydraulic conductivity and viscosity are 
provided in Table 3.4. Here three viscosity types are investigated and compared with that 
in a zero-viscosity regime: low, intermediate and high. 
Figures 3.13-a to 3.13-d, show the fracture height growth as a function of time 
and at 5, 10, 20 and 40 seconds. The fracture height to width relationship in the zero-
viscosity regime (red) had already been obtained in Figures 3.9 or 3.10 (both red curves) 
and also presented here for comparison purposes. As shown in Figures 3.13-a to 3.13-d, 
all three curves of low, intermediate and high viscosity fluids have an inverse 
relationship between the fracture height growth and the viscosity, while the fracture 
width and the viscosity have a direct relationship. However, an important notice should 
be provided here again. The current model is 2D, and has limitations to some extent 
because 3D models may give some contradictions to the results of the 2D model. 
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Table 3.4 - Three types of fracturing fluid based on the viscosity and hydraulic 
conductivity (assuming constant intrinsic permeability of interfaces). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.13 - Hydraulic fracture propagation affected by fracturing fluid viscosity: (a) at 
5sec; (b) at 10 sec; (c) at 20 sec; (d) at 40 sec. 
 
 
Figure 3.14 shows the fluid efficiency curves of different viscosity types shown 
in Table 3.4. The behaviors of all the cases (in the zero-viscosity regime and with the 
low, intermediate, and high viscosity fluids) show a similar trend in that the fluid 
efficiency decreases in the near-wellbore region, gradually increases, and then becomes 
relatively constant at approximate values of 74%, 92%, 96.7% and 99%, respectively. As 
Viscosity Viscosity (Pa.s) Hydraulic Conductivity (m/s)
Zero-Viscosity Regime 0.0001 0.5
Low 0.001 0.05
Intermediate 0.005 0.01
High 0.05 0.001
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shown in Figure 3.14, the higher the fluid viscosity, the lower the fluid loss along the 
interfaces, and consequently a higher fracturing fluid efficiency but a shorter fracture. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.14 - Comparisons of fluid efficiency curves for the cases with various fluid 
viscosity. 
 
 
This study has identified that the fluid intrusion through the weak interfaces and 
the hydraulic fracture geometry are highly influenced by the viscosity of the fluid used 
in hydraulic fracturing. Hydraulic fracture propagation in low viscous fluid injection is 
more prone to hindered by the weak interfaces resulting in localized fluid loss controlled 
by the hydraulic conductivity of the weak interfaces. On the other hand, in the case 
where high viscous fluid was injected, the fluid tended to create fluid-pressure-driven 
fracture with a little or almost no fluid loss along the interfaces. For the high viscosity 
fluid, the pressure at the fracture mouth is much higher resulting in a wider fracture in 
the proximity of the injection point. Even though the high viscosity fluid causes less 
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fluid loss along the interfaces, the width in the near-wellbore region is relatively much 
larger and therefore the fracture high growth is retarded resulting in a shorter fracture. 
 
3.4.8 Effect of Highly Layered Heterogeneity of Rocks and Varying Interface 
Properties 
 
Rock layers with strong heterogeneity (various layer thickness, rock stiffness and 
interface properties) are investigated. However, this study was based on the assumption 
that there was no big jump of layer stiffness (from the weak to the stiff) or no extremely 
weak interface, to avoid hydraulic fracture termination. Table 3.5 shows the rock layer 
thickness and properties and the associated interface properties used in the model.  
Both the layer and interface numbers were counted from the proximity of the 
well. For limiting a parametric space, a constant value of Poisson’s ratio was used. 
Based on the layer thicknesses and properties shown in Table 3.5, the interface 
properties were varied with the strength, or both the strength and the hydraulic 
conductivity. In this study, the interface strength assumed a function of the degree of 
stiffness difference between neighboring rock layers, which show an inverse linear 
relationship between them. The hydraulic conductivity at an interface was also assumed 
to be inversely proportional to the maximum tensile stress Tmax of the interface, from 0.1 
m/s at the maximum Tmax of 250 kPa to 1m/s at the minimum Tmax of 15 kPa. The 
strength levels of the interfaces are based on Table 3.3, which shows that Interfaces 1, 7, 
8, 9, 15, 20 and 27 are close to strong interfaces, while Interfaces 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 
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14, 16, 17 and 23 are weak interfaces. The rest of the interfaces has intermediate 
strength. 
 
Table 3.5 - Properties of vertically-heterogeneous rock layers and varying interfaces. 
 
 
 
Layer # Thickness, m E (GPa) ν Interface # Tmax, kPa Gc, Pa*m HC, m/s
1 3 25 0.25
2 2 32 0.25 1 232 17.33 0.17
3 7 70 0.25 2 118 12.35 0.61
4 6 10 0.25 3 37 3.00 0.92
5 8 45 0.25 4 40 3.50 0.90
6 2 78 0.25 5 50 4.00 0.87
7 10 15 0.25 6 26 2.50 0.96
8 6 34 0.25 7 188 15.59 0.34
9 12 50 0.25 8 199 16.04 0.30
10 3 70 0.25 9 184 15.43 0.35
11 5 78 0.25 10 50 4.00 0.87
12 4 19 0.25 11 15 1.50 1.00
13 9 34 0.25 12 36 3.50 0.92
14 15 69 0.25 13 129 12.91 0.56
15 7 25 0.25 14 50 4.00 0.87
16 2 40 0.25 15 202 16.19 0.28
17 4 78 0.25 16 35 3.00 0.92
18 2 15 0.25 17 26 2.50 0.96
19 9 55 0.25 18 110 11.96 0.64
20 4 30 0.25 19 165 14.64 0.42
21 11 18 0.25 20 213 16.62 0.24
22 3 42 0.25 21 169 14.80 0.41
23 8 74 0.25 22 140 13.46 0.52
24 4 12 0.25 23 29 3.00 0.94
25 2 50 0.25 24 118 12.35 0.61
26 5 12 0.25 25 118 12.35 0.61
27 3 47 0.25 26 129 12.91 0.56
28 7 52 0.25 27 239 17.60 0.14
29 2 80 0.25 28 154 14.15 0.47
30 10 55 0.25 29 165 14.64 0.42
Rock Interface
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Figures 3.15-a to 3.15-d show the comparisons of the hydraulic fracture height 
growth with the various interface properties, as a function of time, after from 5, 20, 60 
and 100 seconds of injection. Three cases were investigated with different interfaces: 1) 
interfaces with constant strength (Tmax = 90 kPa and Gc = 9 Pa.m) and constant hydraulic 
conductivity (0.5 m/s); 2) interfaces with various strength (Table 3.5) and constant 
hydraulic conductivity (0.5 m/s); and 3) interfaces with various strengths and various 
hydraulic conductivities (Table 3.5). The reference case represents a case with welded 
interfaces (black), and the contrasts between the reference case and all the three cases are 
large. 
The first obvious finding from the study is that the effect of rock layering is also 
significant in these cases. The various thickness and stiffness of rock layers caused 
uneven fracture geometry. Our results show that the first case for the interfaces with the 
constant strength and hydraulic conductivity (red) and the second case for the interfaces 
with the various strength and the constant hydraulic conductivity (light blue) are similar 
at all times of injection. On the other hand, the last case for the interfaces with various 
strengths and hydraulic conductivities (green) is different than the two cases with 
relatively less varying interfaces (red and light blue). The hydraulic fracture height 
growth for the case with the most varying interfaces (green) was larger than the latter 
two, in the near-wellbore region, and became similar to the other two scenarios at 20 
seconds of injection. After the injection time of 60 seconds, the fracture height of the 
most heterogeneous interface case had changed to become the shortest height. This 
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contrast between the cases increased as the injection time progressed from 60 to 100 
seconds. 
The results show a bigger impact on fluid loss along the interfaces due to 
interface hydraulic conductivity as compared to interface strength.  The values of 
hydraulic conductivity were defined with an inverse linear relationship with the tensile 
strength (Tmax) at the interfaces, so a weaker interface have a higher hydraulic 
conductivity resulting in more fluid loss along the interfaces. When the variance of the 
interface hydraulic conductivity was added to that of the interface strength, the change of 
the resulting fracture height versus width relationship was much bigger than that of the 
case of only the variance of interface strength, which means that the impact on the fluid 
loss along the interfaces due to interface hydraulic conductivity was bigger than that of 
varying interface strength, given the conditions.  
As mentioned in section 3.4.4, the effect of fluid pressure and velocity on 
interface opening are more important than the interface strength, in the near-wellbore 
region. Except for the near-wellbore region, a combination of increasing or decreasing 
interface strength from the original (Tmax = 90 kPa and Gc = 9 Pa.m ) used in the constant 
strength case may minimize its impact on fracture height growth, because the total fluid 
loss at interfaces is roughly same as estimated from summing the increase or decrease of 
fluid loss at each interface. The interface opening and the associated fluid loss along the 
interfaces are a function of fluid pressure coupled with rock displacement and 
accordingly rock stiffness. As shown in Figure 3.8, the rock stiffness has a strong effect 
on hydraulic fracture geometry. Like the vertical hydraulic fracture, the interface 
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opening displacement is also affected by the stiffness of tsurrounding rock mass. Thus, 
given the conditions, varying stiffness of rock layers in an erratic pattern (for both the 
thickness and properties) may minimize the impact of varying strength of interfaces 
between layers on hydraulic fracture height growth because the interface open as a 
function of its top and bottom layer stiffness as well as fluid pressure, while the rock 
effect on interface opening displacement is smaller in rock layers in a consistent pattern 
(e.g., vertically-homogeneous layered rocks and periodically layered rocks of soft and 
hard layers, with constant thickness of each layer ). However, the interface hydraulic 
conductivity assumes a spate numeric variable that is not affected by adjacent rocks, 
during these simulations. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.15 - Comparisons of hydraulic fracture propagation with various layer 
properties and thicknesses and the associated interface properties: (a) at 5 sec; (b) at 20 
sec; (c) at 60 sec; (d) at 100 sec. 
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Figure 3.16 shows the fluid efficiency for all three cases, as a function of time. 
The fluid efficiency curves plotted in red and light blue can be considered similar except 
for some relatively small discrepancies between them up to 80 seconds. This seems to be 
contradictory to the previous description which describes that fracture height growth is 
sensitive to interface strength (see Figure 3.10). However, as mentioned above, the 
influence of interface strength on interface opening and the associated fluid loss along 
the interfaces may become smaller by varying stiffness of each top and bottom layer of 
interfaces, if the rock layers are constructed with a combination of high, intermediate or 
low stiffness layers in an irregular pattern. However, the overall fluid loss in the most 
varying interface case (green) are totally different with the two cases shown in red and 
light blue and accordingly, the differences between the values of percent fluid efficiency 
are large. This happens because the given hydraulic conductivity at an interface is not 
controlled by adjacent rock layers, based on the definition used in this study. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.16 - Comparisons of fluid efficiency curves for the various interface cases. 
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3.5 Conclusions 
This study set out to investigate the impact of finely layered reservoir rock 
structure on vertical propagation (height growth) of hydraulic fracture. This research 
used finite element simulations to study the interaction of hydraulic fracture with the 
weak and/or hydraulically-conductive interfaces between the layers. This was done using 
pore-pressure cohesive elements, which were recently updated to allow the numerical 
modeling of the hydraulic fracture intersection with crosscutting interfaces. The new 
features implemented in the code of ABAQUS 2016 are that the updated cohesive zone 
can identify the fluid properties of Darcy flow with its hydraulic conductivity and void 
ratio. This is a great importance of being capable of defining the fluid flow properties of 
an interface or a natural fracture because all non-welded interfaces and pre-existing 
natural fractures have micro-scale gaps (fluid channels).  
The model implements a traction-separation law that has bilinear form and is 
well determined by properly fixing three parameters such as fracture energy (𝐺𝑐), 
maximum traction prior to initiation of the damaging process (𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), and critical 
separation ratio (𝛼 = 𝛿0/𝛿𝑓). This numerical model benchmarked the simplified but 
well-known KGD geometry for homogeneous (non-layered) rocks in a toughness-
dominated regime. 
Rock layering (the presence of thin layers with contrasting elastic properties), the 
interface hydraulic conductivity, and interface strength were then shown to have an 
important impact on the width and length of the hydraulic fractures. We also evaluated 
the effect of interface density per unit length of rock, by contrasting moderately layered 
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with finely layered rocks. Interface shear slip (i.e., non-welded interface behavior) is not 
considered in the present study.   
The most obvious finding to emerge from this study is that interfaces with higher 
hydraulic conductivity cause higher fluid loss to the interfaces, thus providing a shorter 
hydraulic fracture height. This implies that in higher hydraulic conductivity, the 
hydraulic fracture has the propensity to follow the interfaces rather than continuing its 
path. Furthermore, the study has shown that in rocks with lower Young’s modulus, the 
fracture geometry reflects a lower and wider fracture in comparison to that for rocks 
with higher Young’s modulus, where the geometry reflects higher and narrower 
fractures. 
Interface strength (as controlled by Tmax and Gc) also defines the opening 
behavior of the interface under the treatment pressure, thus controlling the fluid loss. The 
higher the interface strength the lower the fluid loss. Conversely, weak interfaces lead to 
higher fluid loss, under the same conditions of treatment pressures. 
This study has identified that finely layered rocks experience more fluid loss and 
accordingly less fracture height. This is to be expected because more interfaces provide 
more locations for fluid loss, and therefore less fluid is available in hydraulic fracture. 
We also observe that when all the interfaces have similar properties and the interface 
density per unit length of rock is constant, the fluid efficiency approaches a roughly 
constant value correlated to the layer thickness.  
This study has also identified that fracturing fluid viscosity has a strong influence 
on fluid loss along the interfaces and its resulting hydraulic fracture height growth. The 
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fluid viscosity has an inverse relationship with the fracture height growth, while the 
fracture viscosity and the width show a direct relationship. Low viscosity fluid causes 
more fluid loss at the interfaces, while in the case of high viscosity fluid, the fluid loss 
along the interfaces is relatively small resulting in a higher fluid efficiency. 
The results of the rock model with highly layered heterogeneity and varying 
interface properties show that the hydraulic conductivity of interfaces may have more 
influence on fluid loss along the interfaces as compared to interface strength in the 
specific range of those of the interfaces and the vertically-heterogeneous layered rocks 
used in this study. The impact of interface strength seems even negligible except for the 
region in wellbore proximity. This may happen because the influence of interface 
strength on interface opening and its resulting fluid loss becomes smaller or larger in 
interaction with varying or constant thickness and/or stiffness of adjacent rock layers. On 
the other hand, even though the interface hydraulic conductivity has an inverse linear 
relationship with the interface strength, the former is less controlled by the vertical 
heterogeneity of rock layers. 
The most importance of the current investigation is the ability of such a model to 
quantify the impact of fluid loss to interfaces on hydraulic fracture growth. Future efforts 
will be aimed at detailed parametric studies, seeking relationships among interface 
conductivity, layer thickness, and efficiency. Future efforts will also aim to quantify the 
inelastic deformation of the interfaces even in the absence of fluid loss, thereby enabling 
quantification of their impact on the energy required for hydraulic fracture height 
growth. 
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4. EFFECT OF ROCK LAYERS AND WEAK INTERFACES ON CASING 
IMPAIRMENT INDUCED BY FORMATION SLIP 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The majority of wells drilled for oil/gas production have to be cased and 
cemented in order to maintain zonal isolation and wellbore integrity. Casing cemented in 
place is typically one of the main structural components of a wellbore. It stabilizes the 
wellbore, prevents contamination of fresh water and production zones, isolates 
significantly different pressure gradients, and allows control of formation fluids and well 
pressures to be maintained during drilling and completion operations. Due to its 
importance to the long-term success of the well as well as the fact that once installed, it 
is operationally difficult to remediate issues with casing, it is paramount that the casing 
is designed and installed properly to begin with. The costs of casing installation makes 
up a significant portion of the overall well cost and any required remediation only 
increases that burden on the well’s economics. 
Casing failure may lead to the impairment of casing structural integrity which 
will result in leakage or the loss of well serviceability by restricted well access (Xie, 
2006; Xie and Liu, 2008; Shafiei and Dusseault, 2013; Xie et al., 2016). Casing 
impairment induced by formation slip has become increasingly prominent during 
hydraulic fracturing and thermal recovery processes. Bedding-plane interfaces may 
experience localized slippage induced by contact with a connected opening vertical 
hydraulic fracture and reservoir expansion under a thermal recovery process. Figure 4.1 
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shows a schematic representation of a horizontal well which is susceptible to bedding-
plane slip at uphole and the reservoir/caprock interface. This situation has been observed 
in the field, where vertical portions of the wellbore experienced casing failures during 
hydraulic fracture treatments (Rho et al., 2018). The well configuration shown in Figure 
4.1 is commonly used today in production of unconventional reservoirs such as shale 
and mudstone and heavy oil reservoirs (Xie et al., 2016). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 - Schematic representation of a horizontal well prone to experience bedding-
plane slip (modified from Xie et al., 2016). 
 
 
Various authors have investigated casing impairment caused by formation slip 
displacement through tectonic movement (Han et al., 2006; Cui, 2015; Hu et al., 2016). 
The effect of casing deformation and shear failure induced by reservoir compaction and 
long-term production has also been previously investigated and reported (Yudovich, et 
al., 1989; Hilbert et al., 1996; Hilbert et al., 1999; Dusseault et al., 2001; Dusseault, 
2011; Bruno, 2002; Furui, et al., 2012).  
Caprock 
Reservoir 
Underburden 
Overburden 
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Many researchers have also investigated the problems of bedding-plane slip 
occurring during hydraulic fracturing (Cooke and Underwood, 2001; Gu et al, 2008; 
Rutledge et al, 2015; Rutledge et al, 2016; Rho et al., 2018). Bedding-plane slip can be 
driven by fluid invasion and pressure at interfaces during vertical hydraulic fracture 
opening (Rutledge et al., 2016). Chuprakov and Prioul (2015) show the process of 
vertical hydraulic fracture growth and how it is slowed or halted as relatively weak 
interfaces are encountered. During crack arrest, shear at bedding planes can be promoted 
by fluid invasion and pressure along the bedding interfaces and increased horizontal 
stress by the fracture net pressure (Rutledge et al., 2016).  
More recently, many investigators have considered that the formation slip 
movement and the subsequent casing impairment can also occur during thermal recovery 
processes (Wong and Chau, 2006; Xie 2006; Xie and Liu, 2008; Shafiei and Dusseault, 
2013; Xie et al., 2016). In particular, Collins (2005) and Khan et al. (2011) conducted 
caprock integrity analysis in SAGD operations. They highlighted differential surface 
heave as a function of differential thermal expansion and shearing as well as dilation of 
oil sands during the thermal operations, as potentially being the source of localized slip 
along the weak interface between the reservoir and caprock. It should be noted that 
“surface” refers to the ground surface or the interface surface between the caprock and 
the underlying reservoir rock. 
In addition, many researchers have investigated the behavior of casing itself in 
thermal recovery wells, in terms of its thermal properties and performance (Maruyama et 
al., 1990; Maharaj, 1996; Wu et al., 2005; Xie and Tao, 2010; Tang et al., 2013; Kang, 
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2014; Ikponmwosa et al., 2015). Stresses induced by thermal loads are one of the key 
factors that influence the integrity of the casing, especially considering they are typically 
in excess of 200°C, in heavy oil reservoirs. When coupled with physical casing-cement-
formation interaction, casing damage may be accelerated due to the differences in 
thermal properties of materials. 
In this study, we are interested in modelling of casing shear induced by formation 
shear movement, which has a distinct probability occurring during thermal recovery 
processes (Wong and Chau, 2006; Xie and Liu, 2008; Xie et al., 2016). Finite element 
analysis (FEA) was conducted to investigate the casing integrity in a casing-cement-
formation system, using a commercial FEA software, ABAQUS. Two different cases 
were simulated and compared: casing shear induced by formation slip movement in the 
condition of no temperature elevation and at the peak casing temperature during a single 
thermal cycle in CSS. 
Given certain conditions, the casing may not exhibit complete loss of integrity. 
Instead, it may deform enough that the necessary size tubulars or tools cannot pass 
through it and thus the well loses its serviceability. In this study, this too is considered a 
failure. Our results show that the 1.2 inch formation slip displacement caused large and 
abrupt change of casing curvature, particularly near the slip surface, and a wide range of 
tensile failure in the modeled cement sheath as well as lateral displacement, along the 
casing. Under these conditions, the casing shear also resulted in an operational failure 
due to reduction of drift diameter as a result of the severe cross-sectional ovality of the 
casing. This was a function of obvious plastic deformation after yield, near the shear 
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plane. A deformation such as this will cause serious problems when installing equipment 
or accessing to the well during completion operations.  
We also conducted simulations for investigating the impact of thermally-induced 
stresses and diminished material properties with increasing temperature and how these 
would affect casing deformation damage. The simulation focused on K55 steel casings 
that despite and sometimes because of its relatively low yield strength is used in thermal 
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) operations. When the same formation slip displacement 
was applied, the casing encountering high-temperature, high-pressure steam incurred 
higher plastic deformations near the slip surface. These findings are critical as they must 
be considered, when casing strings are designed for use in thermal recovery wells, in 
order to avoid or mitigate casing shear. This is especially true in the regions where 
formation slip movement occurs, accompanied by shear failure along the planes of 
weakness. Solutions, which will be discussed, include optimizing the well path, adopting 
special completions approaches, and considering other methods, such as under-reaming 
or use of slip joints. 
 
4.2 Basic Definitions and Theories 
4.2.1 Thermally-Induced Stresses During Cyclic Steam Stimulation 
Cyclic Steam Stimulation (CSS), also known as Huff and Puff, consists of three 
phases: injection, soaking, and production. In CSS, steam is injected into the well at high 
pressure and temperature for time periods ranging from several days to several weeks. 
After the injection phase, the heat is allowed to soak into the formation for a period that 
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typically lasts for 2 to 3 weeks. During the soaking phase, the mobility of the oil is 
improved due to both heating and the addition of any solvents or other chemicals 
introduced during the injection process. Finally, the hot oils is produced from a 
production well until the production rate drop below a short-term economic limit. The 
length of the production phase will vary based on reservoir and will range in time from 
weeks to months (Clark, 2007). 
During CSS operations, the casing will experience a large number of heating and 
cooling cycles before the recovery per cycle drops below an overall economic limit and 
the well is abandoned. Since the annular space between the casing and the formation is 
filled with cement, thus allowing forces to be transmitted from the formation to the 
casing with minimal damping, the cyclic thermal loading of the formation itself, with its 
high temperatures, typically in excess of 200˚C (392 ˚F), results in induced high thermal 
stresses in the casing. The value of the induced thermal stresses in the casing may 
exceed the yield point of its material both in tension and compression.  
Figure 4.2 illustrates three loading stages in a single thermal cycle, showing the 
general relationship between the casing’s axial stress and temperature over the 
temperature cycle, from the initial temperature to the maximum operating temperature 
and back to the original temperature. In the heating stage, the casing string itself expands 
and axial compressive stress develops because the string is axially constrained by the 
presence of a cement sheath around it (Xie et al., 2016). After the induced compressive 
stress reaches the yield point of the material, it begins to gradually decline during plastic 
deformation. Subsequently, in the hot-hold period, the axial compressive stress 
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significantly decreases due to stress relaxation. In the cooling stage, the constrained 
casing begins to contract and the axial compressive stress dramatically decreases after 
being switched to tensile loading. Depending on the material properties and the peak 
temperature range, some low-strength casings (such as K55 and L80) reach yield under 
tension loading, at the end of a thermal cycle (Xie, 2006). This is of particular interest to 
this study as these low-strength materials are often used in thermal recovery projects. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 - General relationship between axial stress and temperature for a casing string 
(modified from Maruyama et al., 1990 and Xie and Tao, 2010). 
 
 
4.2.2 Induced Formation Surface Heaving and Associated Localized Slip Along a 
Bedding Interface During Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage 
 
As shown in Figure 4.3, in a SAGD operation, two horizontal wells (injector and 
producer) are drilled parallel to each other and separated by a constant vertical distance 
(typically 5 m). Steam is then injected into the upper well and a steam chamber develops 
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and grows with a cone-like cross-section within a reservoir unit. The heat and steam rise, 
and condensed water and mobilized oil flow down by gravity, to be produced through 
the producer well (Butler, 1991). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3 - Schematic illustration of typical SAGD Process (reprinted from Peacock, 
2010). 
 
 
Differential thermal expansion rates between the reservoir and the overburden 
caprock can be generated by a relatively rapid-convective-heating system (i.e., the 
reservoir) and a slow-conductive heating system (i.e., the caprock). This can lead to 
concentration of shear stress along the interface and when the shear stresses become 
large enough shear slip may occur along the interface. This can occur at differential 
temperatures between the reservoir and the caprock that are as low as 40 to 60˚C (104 to 
140˚F).  
Illustrating the SAGD-induced heave occurring after the continuous steam 
injection time of several months, Figures 4.4-a, b and c represent the simplified 
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temperature profile, the induced stress concentration along the interface, and the possible 
localized bedding-plane slip, respectively. The simple surface heave model uses 200 °F 
steam and assumes the worst-case scenario that heat transfer takes place through only 
conduction and no heat is transferred to the caprock. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4 - Expected surface heave occurring after continuous steam injection for 
several months during a SAGD operation (no heat conduction to the caprock was 
assumed for a worst-case scenario): (a) Temperature profile; (b) Induced stress 
concentration; (c) Localized bedding-plane slip (green).  
 
 
4.3 Finite Element Model Setup 
4.3.1 Model Geometry and Mesh 
Figure 4.5 shows the geometry and mesh for a casing-cement-formation model. 
The casing used in this study was a 7 inch (177.8 mm), 23 lb/ft (34.2 kg/m) K55 steel-
grade string. K55 or N80 casings have been commonly used in thermal EOR 
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applications, but their low yield strength possibly cause casing hot-yield during the 
thermal processes (Wu et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2008). All dimensions used in defining the 
geometry for the FEA model are displayed in Table 4.1. Neglecting the poromechanical 
effect in rocks, C3D8T elements (coupled displacement-temperature 8 nodes solid 
elements with full integration) were used for the cement as well as for the caprock and 
reservoir. For the casing pipe body, S4RT elements (coupled displacement-temperature 
4 nodes shell elements with reduced integration and hourglass control) were used to 
investigate the curvature caused by the formation slip displacements. However, C3D8RT 
elements were used for the casing pipe body when considering the condition of high 
temperatures. This was because the casing model meshed by the thin shell elements was 
not able to support the compressive axial stress developed by its thermal expansion and 
axial confinement, due to its weakness to the stress. In this case, the mesh size for the 
thickness has to be small enough to approach the thickness of the shell elements. If the 
mesh size is not small enough for the casing thickness, the curvature and plastic strain 
would be overestimated due to its higher stiffness, given the same conditions. However, 
the results obtained from the mesh size we used in this study were within 5% of that of 
the shell elements. 
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Figure 4.5 - Geometry and mesh of the model built in ABAQUS. 
 
 
Table 4.1 - Dimensions of each unit in a casing-cement-formation system. 
 
  Inner Diameter, Din Outer Diameter, Dout Thickness, t Height, h 
Casing 
 
6.366 in  
(161.7 mm) 
7 in  
(177.8 mm) 
0.317 in  
(8.05 mm) 
180 in  
(4572 mm) 
Cement 
 
7 in  
(177.8 mm) 
10 in  
(254 mm) 
1.5 in  
(38.1 mm) 
180 in  
(4572 mm) 
Caprock 
 
10 in  
(254 mm) 
210 in  
(5334 mm) 
100 in  
(2540 mm) 
60 in  
(1524 mm) 
Reservoir 
 
10 in  
(254 mm) 
210 in  
(5334 mm) 
100 in 
(2540 mm) 
120 in  
(3048 mm) 
 
 
4.3.2 Material Properties 
Table 4.2 shows the mechanical and thermal properties of the casing, cement, 
and rocks used in this study. For the rocks, we selected Athabasca McMurray Formation 
oil sands and their caprock, Wabiskaw Shales, both of which are commonly found in 
thermal EOR operations in western Canada. The original rock temperature before steam 
injection was assumed to be a room temperature (25˚C) for the both rocks. We are 
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evaluating the specific case of casing response under formation shear movement, and 
therefore, except for the casing, the cement and rocks were defined as linear elastic 
materials for simplicity of modeling (Table 4.2). The material properties used in this 
study were obtained from available literatures (Scott and Seto, 1986; Collins, 2002; 
Zandi et al., 2010; Kaldal et al., 2013; Kaldal et al., 2015). 
 
Table 4.2 - Mechanical and thermal properties of materials. 
 
 
 
 
For the K55 steel casing, the elongation (EL) rate as well as the diminished 
Young’s modulus E, yield strength Sy, and ultimate strength Su are defined for a range of 
temperatures T (Table 4.3). The increase of thermal expansion coefficient with 
temperature is also shown in Table 4.4.  
 
 
 
Parameter K55 Casing Cement Caprock Reservoir
Density, kg/m
3 7850 2300 2420 2320
Young's Modulus, GPa 207 15 0.25 0.343
Poisson's Ratio 0.3 0.23 0.35 0.3
Yield Strength,  MPa (minimum) 388.17 - - -
Ultimate Tensile Strength, MPa (minimum) 730.84 - - -
Elongation, % (Minimum) 23.2 - - -
Thermal Expansion Coefficient, K
-1 1.20E-05 1.00E-05 1.00E-04 4.00E-05
Thermal Conductivity, W/(m.k) 45 0.8 1.5 2
Specific Heat, J/(kg.K) 490 900 900 900
Tensile Strength, MPa - 2.7 - -
Compressive Strength, MPa - 27 - -
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Table 4.3 - K55 steel casing Young’s modulus and strength degradation with 
temperature (modified from Snyder, 1979). 
 
T (˚C) E (GPa) Sy (MPa) Su (MPa) EL Rate 
25 208.22 388.17 730.84 0.232 
260 195.81 384.73 792.21 0.127 
316 190.98 371.63 770.14 0.2 
371 186.16 358.53 689.48 0.21 
 
 
Table 4.4 - K55 steel casing thermal expansion coefficient increase with temperature 
(modified from Torres, 2014). 
 
T (˚C) α (K-1) 
21 1.163E-05 
93 1.296E-05 
149 1.388E-05 
204 1.467E-05 
260 1.535E-05 
316 1.595E-05 
371 1.642E-05 
427 1.679E-05 
 
 
4.3.3 Loading and Boundary Conditions 
Casing shear impairment is generally caused by both upper and lower formation 
slip displacements. The displacements overserved in several Canadian thermal EOR 
fields are approximately 1.2 inches in total (Xie and Liu, 2008). The formation shear 
displacements were applied in opposing directions over the two adjacent formation 
layers. Displacements of all elements in the normal direction were restricted except for 
the rocks. Assuming a relatively shallow reservoir at 200 m (656.2 ft) depth, overburden 
pressure of 367.5 psi, calculated by the vertical pressure gradient of 0.56 psi/ft due to the 
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weight of rock only, was applied to the caprock surface and the Young’s moduli of rocks 
were assumed to be relatively small. 
To model the steam injection process, high temperature steam is injected on the 
inner wall of casing and the amount of heat is continuously propagated to the rocks 
through the casing and cement sheath, as a function of the injected steam temperature 
and wellbore heat losses (Saripalli et al., 2018). Assuming temperature gradually 
decreases with heat loss and becomes the original temperature of rocks on formation 
boundary, the temperature of formation boundary was maintained constant during the 
whole process of the simulation. 
Both casing-cement and cement-formations interfaces have less influences on 
casing plastic deformation after some formation slip displacement occurs. This is 
because the cement can detach and slip independently if the shear stresses developed 
become greater than the maximum shear stress τmax (shear strength) shown in Table 4.5. 
The interfaces’ friction coefficient (μ) was also introduced using an isotropic Coulomb 
model, to define the interface sliding behavior (Table 4.5). The interface properties used 
in Table 4.5 were also obtained from available literature (Ladva et al., 2005; Capasso 
and Musso, 2010; Kaldal, et al., 2013).   
 
Table 4.5 - Properties of casing-cement and cement-formation interfaces. 
 
  Casing-Cement Interface Cement-Formation Interface 
Friction Coefficient, µ 0.3 0.5 
Max Shear Stress, τmax (MPa) 0.46 0.55 
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4.4 Numerical Simulation 
4.4.1 Casing Shear 
Output variable SK2 from ABAQUS gives the section curvature at integration 
points, about the y-axis in this xyz coordinate system, and the raw values are commonly 
converted to degrees per 30 m (in SI units) or degrees per 100 ft (in imperial or US 
Customary units). The peak curvature was 40°/100 ft and occurred near the slip surface 
on the R-R’ path. The casing curvature and deformation on the L-L’ path were relatively 
small.  
Figure 4.6-a shows the schematic illustration of shear displacements applied in 
opposing directions over the two adjacent formation layers and the induced curvature 
change along the casing. Figure 4.6-b shows the curvature distributions along the two 
paths, L-L’ and R-R’, on the casing outer surface, after the slip displacement. Since the 
rate of slip displacement was kept constant in both directions, the casing curvature 
distributions on the paths were symmetrical with respect to the origin. The peak casing 
curvature was approximately 47°/100 ft, generated by stress concentration (compression) 
in the areas just above and below the shear plane. As shown in Figure 4.6-b, we observe 
large and abrupt change of curvature as well as lateral displacement, along the casing, 
due to formation shear movement. Obviously, this causes serious problems for future 
access into the well. 
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Figure 4.6 - (a) Schematic of a total 1.2 inch formation slip displacement (0.6 inch 
displacement in two opposite directions) over the shear plane and casing curvature 
caused by the formation shear movement; (b) Curvature distribution along the two L-L’ 
and R-R’ paths illustrated in (a). 
 
Figures 4.7-a and 4.7-b show the equivalent plastic strain distribution along the 
casing and a schematic drawing of the casing’s cross-sectional oval shape developed by 
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casing lateral displacement, respectively, under the behavior shown in Figure 4.6-a. The 
cement sheath and formation were assumed to be elastic materials and therefore show 
zero plastic strain (blue). The maximum plastic strain value generated by the formation 
slip movement was approximately 0.055 and the regions of the maximum plastic strain 
correspond to those of the peak curvatures described in Figure 4.6. The plastic strain 
distribution on the casing also shows a symmetric pattern with respect to the origin 
because the rate of slip displacement and the total displacement of each formation are 
constant. As shown in 3D views in Figure 4.7-a, the maximum equivalent plastic strain 
value of each region where stress concentrations are formed is approximately 0.06.   
Figure 4.7-b shows a cross-sectional view of the oval casing developed by the 
casing lateral displacement. As the maximum and minimum diameter, Dmax and Dmin, of 
the oval shown in Figure 4.7-b indicates, the serious oval shape of the casing exhibits 
casing failure. The maximum and minimum values of the casing outer diameter (OD), 
are 7.25 and 5.79 inches, respectively. If the Dmin is less than the drift diameter (6.241 
inches) for the 7 inch, 23 lb/ft casing used in this study, we call the condition an 
operational failure of casing. 
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Figure 4.7 - (a) Equivalent plastic strain contours along the casing, after a total 1.2 inch 
formation slip displacement (0.6 inches in two opposing directions) over the shear plane; 
(b) Schematic drawing of the developed cross-sectional ovality of the casing along the 
section A-A. A-A represents the casing cross section corresponding to the shear plane.  
 
 
4.4.2 Cement Failure 
Cement was defined as a linear elastic material in these initial numerical 
experiments, therefore cement failures were investigated during post-processing of the 
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simulation results. The tensile strength of cement is low and typically assumed to be 10 
times smaller than the compressive strength (Kaldal et al., 2015). As shown in Figure 
4.8, given the condition of the total formation slip distance of 1.2 inches (0.6 inches in 
two opposite directions) over the shear plane, large regions of the modeled cement 
sheath represent tensile failure (grey) due to its relatively low tensile strength. The large 
tensile failure regions may result from the assumption that the material is linear elastic 
with no crack development. A more accurate approach in regards to cement modeling 
would have been to model the cracks themselves, especially in this case with high tensile 
stresses. That would likely show that the cement would already be cracked around the 
shear plane, after a much smaller formation slip displacement, which gives the same end 
result – wellbore integrity failure.  The compressive failure (black) in the cement is also 
shown near the regions where the cement encounters each formation at the slip surface. 
The area of the compressive failure in the cement is much smaller than that shown in the 
tensile failure regions of the cement. The investigation into the cement stresses is 
important for a proper casing/cementing design to mitigate or retard the casing shear.  
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Figure 4.8 - Schematic representation of tensile and compressive failures in the modeled 
cement sheath, under the same conditions as Figures 4.6 and 4.7. 
 
 
4.4.3 Effect of Thermally-Induced Stresses and Casing Strength Degradation at 
High Temperatures 
 
Figures 4.9-a and 4.9-b show heat transfer taking place through only conduction 
in the casing-cement-formation system and the resulting temperature profiles in the 
heating and hot-hold stages, respectively. Output variable NT11 from ABAQUS 
represents the nodal temperature at each node. The steam temperature used in this study 
was set to 677 °F, for a worst-case scenario. The typical peak temperatures for CSS 
wells range between 330 °C (626 °F) and 350 °C (662 °F) (Xie and Liu, 2008). On the 
other hand, the steam pressure selected was relatively small, which is reasonable in the 
shallow reservoir depth assumed in this study, because injection pressures depend on the 
reservoir depth from which the current reservoir pressure and stiffness can be estimated. 
Injection pressures have to be greater than the current reservoir pressure at the depth, but 
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should not cause serious damages to the formation (Rodríguez et al., 2008). The heating 
stage corresponds to the injection phase in CSS where the heat provided by steam 
injection begins to transfer to the neighboring medium. In the hot-hold stage, injection 
typically transitions to soaking and the temperature profile is steam temperature near 
wellbore transitioning to the original reservoir temperature in the outer side boundaries 
of rocks.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.9 - Temperature contour plots during a single thermal cycle: (a) in the heating 
stage; (b) in the hot-hold stage. 
 
 
Figure 4.10-a shows the schematic of two-way formation shear movement 
occurring during the hot-hold stage shown in Figure 4.9-b. Given the conditions, 
equivalent plastic strain contours on the casing pipe body are shown in 2D and 3D views 
(Figure 4.10-b). Even when a much smaller formation slip distance of 0.72 inches in 
total (0.36 inches in two opposing directions) was applied, a similar maximum 
equivalent plastic strain (0.0574) to the case with no temperature elevation (Figure 4.7-a) 
was developed just below the shear plane. The fact this failure occurs in a situation with 
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much lower applied displacement reveals the impact of degraded casing strength due to 
high temperatures as well as compressive stresses induced by thermal expansion due to 
the temperature increase of 600˚F, from the original (77˚F) to the injected steam’s 
(677˚F).  
Another obvious finding is that the largest equivalent plastic strain values in each 
of two paths, L-L’ and R-R’, are different and that in both paths, these large strain 
regions are located below the shear plane. This is a different result when compared to 
those shown in Figure 4.7-a. This could be explained by the interaction behavior 
between the cemented casing and formations at the high peak temperature. Different 
thermal properties (such as thermal conductivity and expansion) of the formations as 
well as thermally-induced compressive stresses in the casing likely induce a complex 
stress profile in the casing before the formation shear movement. 
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Figure 4.10 - (a) Schematic of a total 0.72 inch formation slip displacement (0.36 inch 
displacement in two opposing directions) over the shear plane, at the peak casing 
temperature 677 °F; (b) Plastic strain distribution along the casing, under the given 
conditions illustrated in (a). 
 
 
4.4.4 Mitigation Strategies to Prevent Casing Shear Impairment 
Attempting to strengthen the casing and cement is not likely to be beneficial 
when it comes to resisting the loads created by formation shear. The reaction force from 
the casing and cement is too small to resist the formation shear movement even for the 
strongest casing or cement materials. Solutions include leaving the annulus uncemented 
where bedding interfaces are encountered due to higher risk of formation slip. This can 
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retard the casing shear because there is a space between the casing and the wellbore, 
allowing the formation slip displacement as much as the space. Other solutions also 
include avoiding of shearing zones, using of slip joints or ductile cement, and finding the 
special exploitation and completion approaches to mitigate the magnitude. In thermal 
reservoir stimulation, more uniform heating or slower heating may reduce the stress 
concentration along the interface between layers and accordingly formation shear and 
shear slip induced by the interface slippage. 
 
4.5 Conclusions 
3D finite-element simulations were conducted to examine the casing impairment 
induced by formation slip displacement occurring with shear failure along the week 
interface between two distinct rock layers. Using a casing-cement-formation system, two 
different cases of casing shear induced by formation slip were simulated and compared: 
casing shear with no temperature effect and at the peak casing temperature during a 
single thermal cycle in CSS.    
When no temperature elevation was accounted for and formation slip 
displacement was a total of 1.2 inches, large and abrupt changes of curvature near the 
shear plane as well as large lateral displacements, along the casing where observed. This 
will likely cause loss of well serviceability (e.g., complete loss or restricted well access) 
during completion operations. The peak casing curvature near the slip surface was 
approximately 57°/100 ft and the curvature distributions along the L-L’ and R-R’ paths 
were symmetric, with respect to the origin (Figure 4.6-b).  
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The regions of the maximum plastic strain along the casing correspond to those 
of the peak curvatures. The maximum plastic strain value was approximately 0.06 near 
the slip surface, after the total 1.2 inch formation slip movement. Given the conditions 
above and the assumption that cement is a linear elastic material, large regions of the 
modeled cement sheath reveal tensile failure due to its relatively low tensile strength and 
no actual crack generated in the model. However, the cement may already have been 
cracked near the shear plane, after a much smaller formation shear displacement. These 
findings are important for a proper casing/cementing design to mitigate or retard the 
casing shear. 
We also investigated the impact of thermally-induced stresses and degraded 
casing strength with increasing temperature, on casing shear deformations. At the peak 
temperature condition during a single thermal cycle, the casing had already entered a 
plastic period of the material’s elastoplstic behaviors and experienced obvious plastic 
deformation caused by the thermally induced compressive stresses and its weakened 
yield strength. This resulted in higher plastic deformations on the casing, comparing to 
the case of no temperature increase, if other variables, except for the temperature 
changes, were maintained and the same formation slip displacements were applied to the 
formations. 
Strengthening the casing and cement is not likely to be helpful when it comes to 
resisting the loads created by formation shear. The reaction force form the casing and 
cement is too small to resist the formation shear movement. Solutions include avoiding 
of shearing zones, leaving shear zones uncemented, using of slip joints or ductile 
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cement, and finding the special exploitation and completion approaches to mitigate the 
magnitude. In thermal reservoir stimulation, more uniform heating or slower heating 
may reduce the stress concentration along the interface between layers and accordingly 
formation shear and shear slip induced by the interface slippage. 
Future efforts will aim to conduct 3D finite-element simulations on casing 
connections which are more susceptible to high stress concentration. Low cycle fatigue 
analysis of both casing pipe body and connection subjected to multiple cycles of steam 
stimulation will also have to be conducted to investigate the cyclic degradation of casing 
strength and stiffness and the accumulated plastic deformations after each cycle. Finally, 
future efforts will include more realistic reservoir simulations supported by actual field 
temperature profiles and poromechanical effect in reservoirs. This will be capable of 
simulating coupling behaviors of rock matrix and pore fluids and analyzing shear 
dilation and permeability enhancement of the heavy oil reservoirs.  
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5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
5.1 Summary and Conclusions 
This work was done with three major subjects of numerical simulations. We used 
finite element simulations to investigate the impact of the presence of rock layers and 
weak interfaces on: 1) shear stress development, shear slip at interfaces, and wellbore 
stability; 2) hydraulic fracture height growth; and (3) casing shear impairment.  
The first scenario, part of a broader field study, set out to investigate the 
conducted on layered and discontinuous rocks, specifically organic-rich mudstones and 
carbonate sequences, to investigate the effect of rock layers with contrasting mechanical 
properties, and with weak interfaces between layers, on stress development and wellbore 
stability. We also investigated formation shear failure due to shear stress development 
along horizontal planes of weakness during hydraulic fracturing. 
For this, three different layered rock models were simulated and compared using 
3D finite-element simulations: laterally-homogeneous, laterally-heterogeneous, and 
strongly laterally-heterogeneous. For the latter, the heterogeneity was introduced by 
randomly varying the elastic rock properties of each layer.   
Results show that localized shear stresses develop along interfaces between 
layers with contrasting properties and along the wellbore walls. This includes the 
generation of localized shear in planes that were principal in the homogeneous model. It 
was also seen that rock shear and slip, along interfaces between layers, may occur when 
the planes of weakness are pressurized during vertical hydraulic fracturing. The level of 
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heterogeneity and pressure loading used in this study was not sufficient for shear failure. 
However, the simulations we conducted propose that strong heterogeneity and strong 
structural components may result in sufficient shear stress development for shear failure 
along the interfaces between rock layers.  
In the second scenario, we used 2D finite-element simulations to investigate the 
impact of rock layering and interfaces on a connected opening vertical hydraulic fracture 
and its interaction with the interfaces between layers. For this, the newly-implemented 
pore pressure cohesive elements in ABAQUS 2016 were used as certain predefined 
hydraulic fracture and interface opening paths.  
To validate the cohesive zone model and for comparison, we conducted 
simulations on elastically-homogeneous and elastically-layered rocks and, for the latter, 
we conducted parametric studies on tensile strength and fluid flow properties of the 
interfaces between layers, to understand their impact on vertical hydraulic fracture 
(height) growth. The impact of rock layering on hydraulic fracture geometry was also 
investigated in both cases. 
The most obvious finding gained from this study is that the presence of thin 
layers with contrasting properties have a strong influence on the width and length of the 
vertical hydraulic fracture. Rock layers with low stiffness resulted in shorter and wider 
fractures, while high stiffness rock layers incurred longer and narrower fractures. We 
also observe that the interface hydraulic conductivity and interface strength have a direct 
effect on fracture height growth as well as fluid efficiency. Interfaces with higher 
hydraulic conductivity and/or lower strength cause higher fluid loss to the interfaces and 
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consequently less fracture height growth and fluid efficiency. However, the influence of 
varying interface strength in highly vertically-heterogeneous layered reservoirs may be 
minimized or neglected by adjacent rock layers’ stiffness. These findings are important 
for a proper assessment of fracture height growth, a better assessment of the created 
fracture surface area, and better predictions of well production. 
In the third scenario, with the presence of weak interfaces between rock layers, 
the formation may experience shear slip resulting in casing shear. The induced casing 
shear stresses may result in serious economic loss causing casing shear failure, loss of 
well integrity, as well as loss of access to wells during completion operations. This study 
also discusses that the different thermal expansion rates of the caprock and reservoir 
rock during thermal recovery operations may cause localized slip along the bedding 
plane interface. This will occur where stress concentrations along the interface have 
developed due to volume changes which appears in the form of surface heave (at the 
both bedding interfaces and top surface). 
3D Finite-element simulations were also conducted in a casing-cement-formation 
system to examine the casing impairment induced by formation shear movement arising 
with shear slip along the bedding plane interface between two distinct rock layers. The 
results show that when no temperature change is assumed and the formation slip distance 
approaches to a total 1.2 inch displacement, the casing experiences obvious plastic 
behaviors after yield and a wide range of the modeled cement sheath indicates tensile 
failure due to the relatively low tensile strength and the assumption that the material is 
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linear elastic. Casing failure in terms of operation is also expected from the severe cross-
sectional oval shape at the slip surface.  
We also investigated the impact of thermally-induced stresses and diminished 
material properties at high temperatures, on casing plastic deformations due to shear. 
When the same formation slip displacement was applied during a high peak temperature 
condition for the casing, in a single thermal cycle, the casing shear incurred higher 
plastic deformations near the slip surface than the case of no temperature increase. These 
findings are important to avoid or mitigate casing shear in the region where formation 
slip movement occurs, accompanied by shear failure along the planes of weakness. 
An ideal numerical model has to combine the above three scenarios in a model 
because they are all interrelated phenomena. Rock shear and slip, along interfaces 
between layers, may occur when the planes of weakness are pressurized during hydraulic 
fracturing operations. Both mechanical and fluid flow properties of rocks and interfaces 
can also have an important impact on hydraulic fracture geometry. The rock shear and 
slip can also be induced by non-uniform thermal expansion rates and subsequent surface 
heave of formation layers during thermal recovery processes and cause casing shear 
impairment when the planes of weakness intersect the well paths at depth.  
 
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
For an ideal numerical simulation, the first, second and third scenarios in this 
dissertation should be combined in a model to obtain a more realistic coupling behaviors 
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of rocks, fluids and casings. To accomplish this, the following specific requirements 
have to be satisfied in future. 
1) The ideal model should be a three dimensional model which is capable of 
modeling anisotropic reservoirs, simulating hydraulic fracture volume growth in 
all xyz directions of Cartesian coordinates, and simulating realistic casing 
deformation arising by formation slip. This model may require a very high 
amount of Computer CPU and memory. 
2) Also, the poroelastic effect in reservoirs has to be considered to simulate the 
coupling between rock deformation and fluid flow in reservoirs because stress 
and displacement in rocks are strongly influenced by fluid pressure in both 
micro- and macro-scale flow channels within the rocks as well as external loads 
applied.   
3) In the numerical hydraulic fracture simulation through multi-layered rocks, the 
surface elements are tied with the pore-pressure cohesive elements, and therefore 
shear stress and shear slip along the interfaces between them were neglected. 
However, hydraulic fracture termination through a weak interface is significantly 
dominated by the weak shear strength and the resulting shear slip which should 
be included in a realistic model. 
4) Casing connections are more susceptible to failures (such as paring, thread 
rupture, and leakage) than the casing pipe body, and therefore should be 
considered in this study of casing impairment arising by formation slip 
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movement. It is expected to have thread rupture by large plastic deformation and 
connection parting even when a small slip displacement.  
5) Multiple thermal cycles in CSS will also have to be considered to investigate low 
cycle fatigue behaviors of both casing pipe body and connection as well as to 
evaluate the cyclic degradation of casing strength and stiffness and the 
accumulated casing material damage after each cycle. 
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APPENDIX A 
EXCEL-BASED INPUTS FOR MATLAB SCRIPTS SHOWN IN APPENDIX B 
 
A.1 A schematic of the layered rock model 
 
 
A.2 Inputs for the number of layers, model size, and hydraulic fracture (HF) 
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A.3 Rock inputs 
 
 
A.4 Interface inputs 
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APPENDIX B 
MATLAB CODE TO PROVIDE AUTOMATIC MESHING FOR HYDARULIC 
FRACTURE SIMULATION THROUGH MULTI-LAYERED ROCKS,  
IN ABAQUS 
 
Some functions were intentionally omitted because of the copyright on this code. 
function main_rho 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  Inputs  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
N_layer=xlsread('ABAQUS_Inputs.xlsx','B1:B1'); 
total_width=xlsread('ABAQUS_Inputs.xlsx','B3:B3'); 
L1x=xlsread('ABAQUS_Inputs.xlsx','B4:B4'); 
data_HF=xlsread('ABAQUS_Inputs.xlsx','C7:C18'); 
layer=xlsread('ABAQUS_Inputs.xlsx',['E8:E',num2str(N_layer+7)]); 
data_rock=xlsread('ABAQUS_Inputs.xlsx',['F8:K',num2str(N_layer+7)]); 
data_HF_Nly=xlsread('ABAQUS_Inputs.xlsx',['L8:L',num2str(N_layer+7)]); 
data_NF=xlsread('ABAQUS_Inputs.xlsx',['O9:AA',num2str(N_layer+7)]); 
  
viscosity_regulization=0.0005;  % Numerical viscosity 
Initial_gap_opening=0.0001;     % Initial gap opening in the first or first several 
elements of HF CZ 
  
% Far Filed Stresses 
TRACTION_TOP=0;  % The value of traction on Boundary at top surface (like pressure, if it 
is posetive, it is compression) 
TRACTION_BOT=0;   % The value of traction on Boundary at bottom surface 
TRACTION_LEFT=0;   % The value of traction on Boundary at left surface 
TRACTION_RIGHT=0;   % The value of traction on Boundary at right surface 
  
% Step-1: Geostatic condtions with far field stresses (If no far filed stress is applied, 
there is no step-1)  
% Step-2: Injection 
  
% Main Boundary Conditions in Step-1 (these boundary conditions are used in Step-2, and 
therefore no Step-2 boundary condtion is needed if no far field stress is applied)  
top_BC=[0,1,1];      % fisrt:displacement in x-direction, second:displacement in y-
direction, third:moment 
bottom_BC=[0,1,1]; 
left_BC=[1,0,1]; 
right_BC=[1,0,1]; 
BCs=[left_BC;right_BC;top_BC;bottom_BC]; 
  
% Modified Boundary Conditions in Step-2 
New_top_BC=[0,1,1]; 
New_bottom_BC=[0,1,1]; 
New_left_BC=[1,0,1]; 
New_right_BC=[1,0,1]; 
New_BCs=[New_left_BC;New_right_BC;New_top_BC;New_bottom_BC]; 
  
% Total computation time and increment size 
total_time=400; 
max_pore_pressure_per_increment=10^(10); 
initial_increment_size=10^(-5); 
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minimum_increment_size= 10^(-10);  
maximum_increment_size=total_time/100; 
number_attempt_per_increment=8; 
  
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%   Rock  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Node=cell(N_layer,2); % create a node cell with N_layer x 2 matrix 
Element=cell(N_layer,2); % create a element cell with N_layer x 2 matrix 
cumulutive_rock=[0;cumsum(data_rock(1:(end-1),1))]; 
cumulutive_NF=[0;cumsum(data_NF(1:(end),1))]; 
o_first_rock=[zeros(N_layer,1),cumulutive_rock+cumulutive_NF]; % coordinates of the first 
rock origin 
o_second_rock=[(L1x+data_HF(1))*ones(N_layer,1),o_first_rock(:,2)]; % coordinates of the 
second rock origin 
  
FN=1; % first node number 
FE=1; % first element number 
middle_node=zeros(N_layer-1,3); 
middle_node(:,1)=FN:(FN+N_layer-2); 
FN=FN+N_layer-1; 
 
% create rock nodes and elements 
for i=1:N_layer    
[node,element,bottom_element,top_element,right_element,left_element,bottom_node,top_node,
right_node,left_node]=rock_rho(o_first_rock(i,:),L1x,data_rock(i,1),data_rock(i,2),data_r
ock(i,4),FN,FE);   
    % first total nodes and elements 
    Node(i,1)={node};  % create a node cell for the first rock_nodes 
    FN=max(node(:,1))+1; % updates of the first node number 
    Element(i,1)={element}; % create a element cell for the first rock_elements 
    FE=max(element(:,1))+1; % updates of the first element number 
    
    % Node cells for bottom, top, right, and left nodes 
    Bottom_node(i,1)={bottom_node}; 
    Top_node(i,1)={top_node}; 
    Right_node(i,1)={right_node}; 
    Left_node(i,1)={left_node}; 
     
    % element cells for bottom, top, right, and left elements 
    Bottom_element(i,1)={bottom_element}; 
    Top_element(i,1)={top_element}; 
    Right_element(i,1)={right_element}; 
    Left_element(i,1)={left_element}; 
     
[node,element,bottom_element,top_element,right_element,left_element,bottom_node,top_node,
right_node,left_node]=rock_rho(o_second_rock(i,:),total_width-L1x-
data_HF(1),data_rock(i,1),data_rock(i,3),data_rock(i,4),FN,FE); 
    % second total nodes and elements 
    Node(i,2)={node};    
    FN=max(node(:,1))+1; 
    Element(i,2)={element}; 
    FE=max(element(:,1))+1; 
     
    Bottom_node(i,2)={bottom_node}; 
    Top_node(i,2)={top_node}; 
    Right_node(i,2)={right_node}; 
    Left_node(i,2)={left_node}; 
     
    Bottom_element(i,2)={bottom_element}; 
    Top_element(i,2)={top_element}; 
    Right_element(i,2)={right_element}; 
    Left_element(i,2)={left_element}; 
end 
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%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Natural Fracture %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
cum_rock_for_NFo=cumsum(data_rock(1:(end-1),1)); 
cum_NF_for_NFo=[0;cumsum(data_NF(1:(end-1),1))]; 
o_first_NF=[zeros(N_layer-1,1),cum_rock_for_NFo+cum_NF_for_NFo]; 
o_second_NF=[(L1x+data_HF(1))*ones(N_layer-1,1),o_first_NF(:,2)]; 
  
NF_node=cell(N_layer-1,2); 
NF_element=cell(N_layer-1,2); 
for i=1:(N_layer-1) 
    
[node,element,pore_nodes,top_nodes,bottom_nodes,conecting_pore]=cohesive_rho(o_first_NF(i
,:),data_NF(i,1),L1x,data_NF(i,2),FN,FE,[2;middle_node(i,1)],1); 
    NF_node(i,1)={node}; 
    FN=max(node(:,1))+1; 
    NF_element(i,1)={element}; 
    FE=max(element(:,1))+1; 
     
    NF_Pore_node(i,1)={pore_nodes}; 
    NF_Bottom_node(i,1)={bottom_nodes}; 
    NF_Top_node(i,1)={top_nodes}; 
        
[node,element,pore_nodes,top_nodes,bottom_nodes,conecting_pore]=cohesive_rho(o_second_NF(
i,:),data_NF(i,1),total_width-L1x-data_HF(1),data_NF(i,3),FN,FE,[1;middle_node(i,1)],1); 
    NF_node(i,2)={node}; 
    FN=max(node(:,1))+1; 
    NF_element(i,2)={element}; 
    FE=max(element(:,1))+1; 
     
    NF_Pore_node(i,2)={pore_nodes}; 
    NF_Bottom_node(i,2)={bottom_nodes}; 
    NF_Top_node(i,2)={top_nodes}; 
end 
  
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Hydraulic Fracture %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
HF_node=cell(N_layer,1); 
HF_element=cell(N_layer,1); 
[node,element,pore_nodes,top_nodes,bottom_nodes,conecting_pore]=cohesive_rho([L1x+data_HF
(1),0],data_HF(1),data_rock(1,1),data_HF_Nly(1,1),FN,FE,[2;middle_node(1,1)],2); 
HF_node(1,1)={node}; 
FN=max(node(:,1))+1; 
HF_element(1,1)={element}; 
FE=max(element(:,1))+1; 
injecting_node=pore_nodes(1); 
  
HF_Pore_node(1,1)={pore_nodes'}; 
HF_Bottom_node(1,1)={bottom_nodes'}; 
HF_Top_node(1,1)={top_nodes'}; 
  
for i=1:(N_layer-2) 
    
[node,element,pore_nodes,top_nodes,bottom_nodes,conecting_pore]=cohesive_rho(o_second_roc
k(i+1,:),data_HF(1),data_rock(i+1,1),data_HF_Nly(i+1,1),FN,FE,[1, 
2;middle_node(i,1),middle_node(i+1,1)],2); 
    HF_node(i+1,1)={node}; 
    FN=max(node(:,1))+1; 
    HF_element(i+1,1)={element}; 
    FE=max(element(:,1))+1; 
     
    HF_Pore_node(i+1,1)={pore_nodes'}; 
    HF_Bottom_node(i+1,1)={bottom_nodes'}; 
    HF_Top_node(i+1,1)={top_nodes'}; 
end 
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[node,element,pore_nodes,top_nodes,bottom_nodes,conecting_pore]=cohesive_rho([L1x+data_HF
(1),o_second_rock(N_layer,2)],data_HF(1),data_rock(N_layer,1),data_HF_Nly(N_layer,1),FN,F
E,[1;middle_node(N_layer-1,1)],2); 
HF_node(N_layer,1)={node}; 
FN=max(node(:,1))+1; 
HF_element(N_layer,1)={element}; 
FE=max(element(:,1))+1; 
  
HF_Pore_node(N_layer,1)={pore_nodes'}; 
HF_Bottom_node(N_layer,1)={bottom_nodes'}; 
HF_Top_node(N_layer,1)={top_nodes'}; 
  
middle_node(:,2)=(L1x+data_HF(1)/2)*ones((N_layer-1),1); 
middle_node(:,3)=o_first_NF(:,2)+data_NF(:,1)/2; 
     
%% convert cells to a matrix 
% total nodes and elements 
all_node=[cell2mat(Node(:,1));cell2mat(Node(:,2));cell2mat(NF_node(:,1));cell2mat(NF_node
(:,2));cell2mat(HF_node);middle_node]; 
rock_element=[cell2mat(Element(:,1));cell2mat(Element(:,2))]; 
  
% all rock nodes and elements 
rock_bottom_node=[cell2mat(Bottom_node(:,1));cell2mat(Bottom_node(:,2))]; 
rock_top_node=[cell2mat(Top_node(:,1));cell2mat(Top_node(:,2))]; 
rock_right_node=[cell2mat(Right_node(:,1));cell2mat(Right_node(:,2))]; 
rock_left_node=[cell2mat(Left_node(:,1));cell2mat(Left_node(:,2))]; 
  
rock_bottom_element=[cell2mat(Bottom_element(:,1));cell2mat(Bottom_element(:,2))]; 
rock_top_element=[cell2mat(Top_element(:,1));cell2mat(Top_element(:,2))]; 
rock_right_element=[cell2mat(Right_element(:,1));cell2mat(Right_element(:,2))]; 
rock_left_element=[cell2mat(Left_element(:,1));cell2mat(Left_element(:,2))]; 
  
% all NF_cohesive nodes and elements 
NF_pore_node=[cell2mat(NF_Pore_node(:,1));cell2mat(NF_Pore_node(:,2))]; 
NF_bottom_node=[cell2mat(NF_Bottom_node(:,1));cell2mat(NF_Bottom_node(:,2))]; 
NF_top_node=[cell2mat(NF_Top_node(:,1));cell2mat(NF_Top_node(:,2))]; 
  
NF_elem=[cell2mat(NF_element(:,1));cell2mat(NF_element(:,2))]; 
  
% all HF_cohesive nodes and elements 
HF_pore_node=cell2mat(HF_Pore_node(:)); 
HF_bottom_node=cell2mat(HF_Bottom_node(:)); 
HF_top_node=cell2mat(HF_Top_node(:)); 
  
HF_elem=cell2mat(HF_element(:)); 
  
%% write 'inp' file %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
tclock=clock; 
ff=fopen(['Rho_HF_Non_Welded_',num2str(tclock(1)),'_',num2str(tclock(2)),'_',num2str(tclo
ck(3)),'_',num2str(tclock(4)),'_',num2str(tclock(5)),'.inp'],'w'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Heading\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'** Job name: abaqus Model name: Model-1\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Part, name=Part-1\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Node, Nset=all_nodes\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'%7.0f,%13.9g,%13.9g\r\n',all_node'); 
  
% rock element 
fprintf(ff,'*Element, type=CPE4R, elset=rock_element\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'%7.0f,%13.9g,%13.9g,%13.9g,%13.9g\r\n',rock_element'); 
  
% NF cohesive element 
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fprintf(ff,'*Element, type=COD2D4P, elset=NF_element\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'%7.0f,%13.9g,%13.9g,%13.9g,%13.9g,%13.9g,%13.9g\r\n',NF_elem'); 
  
% HF cohesive element 
fprintf(ff,'*Element, type=COD2D4P, elset=HF_element\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'%7.0f,%13.9g,%13.9g,%13.9g,%13.9g,%13.9g,%13.9g\r\n',HF_elem'); 
  
% set cohesive element 
fprintf(ff,'*Elset, elset=cohesive_element\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'NF_element,HF_element\r\n'); 
  
% set specific rock elements 
for i=1:N_layer 
    rock_bottom_first_node=cell2mat(Bottom_node(i,1)); 
    rock_bottom_second_node=cell2mat(Bottom_node(i,2)); 
    rock_top_first_node=cell2mat(Top_node(i,1)); 
    rock_top_second_node=cell2mat(Top_node(i,2)); 
    rock_right_first_node=cell2mat(Right_node(i,1)); 
    rock_right_second_node=cell2mat(Right_node(i,2)); 
    rock_left_first_node=cell2mat(Left_node(i,1)); 
    rock_left_second_node=cell2mat(Left_node(i,2)); 
     
    rock_first_element=cell2mat(Element(i,1)); 
    rock_second_element=cell2mat(Element(i,2)); 
    rock_bottom_first_element=cell2mat(Bottom_element(i,1)); 
    rock_bottom_second_element=cell2mat(Bottom_element(i,2)); 
    rock_top_first_element=cell2mat(Top_element(i,1)); 
    rock_top_second_element=cell2mat(Top_element(i,2)); 
    rock_right_first_element=cell2mat(Right_element(i,1)); 
    rock_right_second_element=cell2mat(Right_element(i,2)); 
    rock_left_first_element=cell2mat(Left_element(i,1)); 
    rock_left_second_element=cell2mat(Left_element(i,2)); 
      
    fprintf(ff,['*Elset, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_rock_element\r\n']); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,rock_first_element(:,1)); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Elset, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_rock_element\r\n']); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,rock_second_element(:,1)); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Elset, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_first_rock_bottom_element\r\n']); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,rock_bottom_first_element);  
    fprintf(ff,['*Elset, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_second_rock_bottom_element\r\n']); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,rock_bottom_second_element);   
    fprintf(ff,['*Elset, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_rock_top_element\r\n']); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,rock_top_first_element); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Elset, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_second_rock_top_element\r\n']); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,rock_top_second_element); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Elset, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_first_rock_right_element\r\n']); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,rock_right_first_element); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Elset, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_second_rock_right_element\r\n']); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,rock_right_second_element); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Elset, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_first_rock_left_element\r\n']); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,rock_left_first_element); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Elset, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_second_rock_left_element\r\n']); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,rock_left_second_element); 
end 
  
fprintf(ff,'*Elset, elset=rock_bottom_element\r\n'); 
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fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(1)) '_first_rock_bottom_element, layer_'  
num2str(layer(1)) '_second_rock_bottom_element\r\n']); 
fprintf(ff,'*Elset, elset=rock_top_element\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(N_layer)) '_first_rock_top_element, layer_'  
num2str(layer(N_layer)) '_second_rock_top_element\r\n']); 
fprintf(ff,'*Elset, elset=rock_left_element\r\n'); 
for i=1:(N_layer-1) 
    if rem(i,6)~=0 
        fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_rock_left_element, ']); 
    else 
        fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_rock_left_element\r\n']); 
    end 
end 
fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(N_layer)) '_first_rock_left_element\r\n']); 
fprintf(ff,'*Elset, elset=rock_right_element\r\n'); 
for i=1:(N_layer-1) 
    if rem(i,6)~=0 
        fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_rock_right_element, ']); 
    else 
        fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_rock_right_element\r\n']); 
    end 
end 
fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(N_layer)) '_second_rock_right_element\r\n']); 
  
fprintf(ff,'*Elset, elset=rock_second_left_element\r\n'); 
for i=1:(N_layer-1) 
    if rem(i,6)~=0 
        fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_rock_left_element, ']); 
    else 
        fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_rock_left_element\r\n']); 
    end 
end 
fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(N_layer)) '_second_rock_left_element\r\n']); 
fprintf(ff,'*Elset, elset=rock_first_right_element\r\n'); 
for i=1:(N_layer-1) 
    if rem(i,6)~=0 
        fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_rock_right_element, ']); 
    else 
        fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_rock_right_element\r\n']); 
    end 
end 
fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(N_layer)) '_first_rock_right_element\r\n']); 
  
%left,right,top,bottom 
% Define sets for BC's: 
if max(BCs(1,:))~=0 
    fprintf(ff,'*Nset, nset=rock_left_nodes\r\n'); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,cell2mat(Left_node(:,1))); 
end 
if max(BCs(2,:))~=0 
    fprintf(ff,'*Nset, nset=rock_right_nodes\r\n'); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,cell2mat(Right_node(:,2))); 
end 
if max(BCs(3,:))~=0 
    fprintf(ff,'*Nset, nset=rock_top_nodes\r\n'); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,[cell2mat(Top_node(end,1));cell2mat(Top_node(end,2))]); 
end 
if max(BCs(4,:))~=0 
    fprintf(ff,'*Nset, nset=rock_bottom_nodes\r\n'); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,[cell2mat(Bottom_node(1,1));cell2mat(Bottom_node(1,2))]); 
end 
  
% Define Rock surfaces 
for i=1:N_layer 
    fprintf(ff,['*Surface, type=element, name=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_first_rock_bottom_surface\r\n']); 
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    fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_rock_bottom_element,S1\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Surface, type=element, name=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_second_rock_bottom_surface\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_rock_bottom_element,S1\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Surface, type=element, name=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_first_rock_top_surface\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_rock_top_element,S3\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Surface, type=element, name=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_second_rock_top_surface\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_rock_top_element,S3\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Surface, type=element, name=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_first_rock_right_surface\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_rock_right_element,S2\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Surface, type=element, name=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_second_rock_right_surface\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_rock_right_element,S2\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Surface, type=element, name=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_first_rock_left_surface\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_rock_left_element,S4\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Surface, type=element, name=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_second_rock_left_surface\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_rock_left_element,S4\r\n']); 
end 
  
fprintf(ff,'*Surface, type=element, name=rock_bottom_surface\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'rock_bottom_element, S1\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Surface, type=element, name=rock_top_surface\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'rock_top_element, S3\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Surface, type=element, name=rock_left_surface\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'rock_left_element, S4\r\n');       
fprintf(ff,'*Surface, type=element, name=rock_right_surface\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'rock_right_element, S2\r\n');    
         
% set NF_cohesive nodes and elements 
for i=1:N_layer-1 
    NF_pore_first_node=cell2mat(NF_Pore_node(i,1)); 
    NF_pore_second_node=cell2mat(NF_Pore_node(i,2)); 
    NF_bottom_first_node=cell2mat(NF_Bottom_node(i,1)); 
    NF_bottom_second_node=cell2mat(NF_Bottom_node(i,2)); 
    NF_top_first_node=cell2mat(NF_Top_node(i,1)); 
    NF_top_second_node=cell2mat(NF_Top_node(i,2)); 
     
    NF_first_element=cell2mat(NF_element(i,1)); 
    NF_second_element=cell2mat(NF_element(i,2)); 
     
    fprintf(ff,['*Nset, nset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_NF_pore_node\r\n']); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,NF_pore_first_node); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Nset, nset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_NF_pore_node\r\n']); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,NF_pore_second_node); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Elset, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_NF_element\r\n']); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,NF_first_element(:,1)); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Elset, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_NF_element\r\n']); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,NF_second_element(:,1)); 
end 
  
% Set NF elements at each layer 
for i=1:(N_layer-1) 
fprintf(ff,['*Elset, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_NF_element\r\n']); 
fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_NF_element, layer_'  num2str(layer(i)) 
'_second_NF_element\r\n']); 
end  
  
% Define NF surfaces 
for i=1:N_layer-1 
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    fprintf(ff,['*Surface, type=element, name=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_first_NF_bottom_surface\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_NF_element,S1\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Surface, type=element, name=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_second_NF_bottom_surface\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_NF_element,S1\r\n']);    
    fprintf(ff,['*Surface, type=element, name=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_first_NF_top_surface\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_NF_element,S3\r\n']);     
    fprintf(ff,['*Surface, type=element, name=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_second_NF_top_surface\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_NF_element,S3\r\n']);   
end     
   
% set HF_cohesive nodes and elements 
for i=1:N_layer   
    HF_pore_node=cell2mat(HF_Pore_node(i)); 
    HF_bottom_node=cell2mat(HF_Bottom_node(i)); 
    HF_top_node=cell2mat(HF_Top_node(i)); 
  
    HF_elem=cell2mat(HF_element(i)); 
  
    fprintf(ff,['*Nset, nset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_HF_pore_node\r\n']); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,HF_pore_node); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Elset, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_HF_element\r\n']); 
    print_node_element_set(ff,HF_elem(:,1)); 
end 
  
% HF pore nodes 
fprintf(ff,'*Nset, nset=HF_pore_node\r\n'); 
for i=1:(N_layer-1) 
    if rem(i,6)~=0 
        fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_HF_pore_node, ']); 
    else 
        fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_HF_pore_node\r\n ']); 
    end 
end 
fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(N_layer)) '_HF_pore_node\r\n']); 
  
% all pore nodes 
fprintf(ff,'*Nset, nset=pore_node\r\n'); 
for i=1:(N_layer-1) 
    if rem(i,4)~=0 
        fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_NF_pore_node, ']); 
        fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_NF_pore_node, ']); 
    else 
        fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_NF_pore_node, ']); 
        fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_NF_pore_node\r\n ']); 
    end 
end 
tii=i+1; 
for i=1:(N_layer-1) 
    if rem(tii,7)~=0 
        fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_HF_pore_node, ']); 
    else 
        fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_HF_pore_node\r\n ']); 
    end 
    tii=tii+1; 
end 
fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(N_layer)) '_HF_pore_node\r\n']); 
  
% injection node 
fprintf(ff,'*Nset, nset=injection_node\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'%7.0f\r\n',injecting_node); 
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HF_opening=HF_element{1,1}; 
% elements for initial opening 
fprintf(ff,'*Elset, elset=open_element\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'%7.0f\r\n',HF_opening(1,1)); 
  
% Define HF surfaces 
for i=1:N_layer      
    fprintf(ff,['*Surface, type=element, name=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_HF_bottom_surface\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_HF_element,S1\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Surface, type=element, name=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) 
'_HF_top_surface\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_HF_element,S3\r\n']);          
end 
  
% section: HF_cohesive 
fprintf(ff,'** Section: HF_cohesive\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Cohesive Section, elset=HF_element, controls=EC-1, material=HF_cohesive, 
response=TRACTION SEPARATION\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,',\r\n'); 
  
% section: NF_cohesive 
for i=1:(N_layer-1) 
    fprintf(ff,['** Section: NF_cohesive_layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Cohesive Section, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_NF_element, 
controls=EC-1, material=NF_cohesive_' num2str(layer(i)) ', response=TRACTION 
SEPARATION\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,',\r\n'); 
     
    fprintf(ff,['*Cohesive Section, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_NF_element, 
controls=EC-1, material=NF_cohesive_' num2str(layer(i)) ', response=TRACTION 
SEPARATION\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,',\r\n'); 
end 
  
% section: rock 
for i=1:N_layer 
    fprintf(ff,['** Section: rock_layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Solid Section, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_rock_element, 
material=Rock_' num2str(layer(i)) '\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,'1.,\r\n'); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Solid Section, elset=layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_rock_element, 
material=Rock_' num2str(layer(i)) '\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,'1.,\r\n'); 
end 
fprintf(ff,'*End Part\r\n'); 
  
%% Assembly 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'** Assembly\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Assembly, name=Assembly\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Instance, name=Part-1-1, part=Part-1\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*End Instance\r\n'); 
  
% Constraints 
for i=1:(N_layer-1) 
    fprintf(ff,'** Constraint:\r\n'); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Tie, name=Constraint-first_BT_' num2str(layer(i)) ', adjust=yes\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['PART-1-1.layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_NF_bottom_surface, PART-1-
1.layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_rock_top_surface\r\n']); 
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    fprintf(ff,['*Tie, name=Constraint-second_BT_' num2str(layer(i)) ', 
adjust=yes\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['PART-1-1.layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_NF_bottom_surface,PART-1-
1.layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_rock_top_surface\r\n']);   
     
    fprintf(ff,['*Tie, name=Constraint-first_TB_' num2str(layer(i)) ', adjust=yes\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['PART-1-1.layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_first_NF_top_surface, PART-1-
1.layer_' num2str(layer(i+1)) '_first_rock_bottom_surface\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Tie, name=Constraint-second_TB_' num2str(layer(i)) ', 
adjust=yes\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['PART-1-1.layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_second_NF_top_surface, PART-1-
1.layer_' num2str(layer(i+1)) '_second_rock_bottom_surface\r\n']); 
end 
  
for i=1:N_layer 
    fprintf(ff,['*Tie, name=Constraint-first_LR_' num2str(layer(i)) ', adjust=yes\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['PART-1-1.layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_HF_top_surface, PART-1-1.layer_' 
num2str(layer(i)) '_first_rock_right_surface\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['*Tie, name=Constraint-first_RL_' num2str(layer(i)) ', adjust=yes\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,['PART-1-1.layer_' num2str(layer(i)) '_HF_bottom_surface, PART-1-1.layer_' 
num2str(layer(i)) '_second_rock_left_surface\r\n']); 
end 
fprintf(ff,'*End Assembly\r\n'); 
  
%% Controls 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'** ELEMENT CONTROLS\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,['*Section Controls, name=EC-1, ELEMENT DELETION=NO, VISCOSITY=' 
num2str(viscosity_regulization),',INITIAL GAP 
OPENING=',num2str(Initial_gap_opening),'\r\n']); 
fprintf(ff,'1., 1., 1.\r\n'); 
     
%% Materials 
% HF_cohesive material 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'** MATERIALS\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Material, name=HF_cohesive\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Damage Initiation, criterion=QUADS\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,[num2str(data_HF(5)) ',' num2str(data_HF(6)) ',' num2str(data_HF(7)) '\r\n']); 
fprintf(ff,'*Damage Evolution, type=ENERGY, SOFTENING=LINEAR\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,[num2str(data_HF(8)) '\r\n']); 
fprintf(ff,'*Elastic, type=TRACTION\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff, [num2str(data_HF(2)) ',' num2str(data_HF(3)) ',' num2str(data_HF(4)) 
'\r\n']); 
fprintf(ff,'*Gap Flow\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff, [num2str(data_HF(9)) '\r\n']); 
fprintf(ff,'*Permeability, specific=9800.\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,[num2str(data_HF(10)) ',' num2str(data_HF(11)) '\r\n']); 
  
% NF_cohesive materials 
for i=1:(N_layer-1) 
    fprintf(ff,['*Material, name=NF_cohesive_' num2str(layer(i)) '\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,'*Damage Initiation, criterion=QUADS\r\n'); 
    fprintf(ff,[num2str(data_NF(i,7)) ',' num2str(data_NF(i,8)) ',' num2str(data_NF(i,9)) 
'\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,'*Damage Evolution, type=ENERGY, SOFTENING=LINEAR\r\n'); 
    fprintf(ff,[num2str(data_NF(i,10)) '\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,'*Elastic, type=TRACTION\r\n'); 
    fprintf(ff, [num2str(data_NF(i,4)) ',' num2str(data_NF(i,5)) ',' 
num2str(data_NF(i,6)) '\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,'*Gap Flow\r\n'); 
    fprintf(ff, [num2str(data_NF(i,11)) '\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,'*Permeability, specific=9800.\r\n'); 
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    fprintf(ff,[num2str(data_NF(i,12)) ',' num2str(data_NF(i,13)) '\r\n']); 
end 
  
% rock materials 
for i=1:N_layer 
fprintf(ff,['*Material, name=Rock_' num2str(layer(i)) '\r\n']); 
fprintf(ff,'*Elastic\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff, [num2str(data_rock(i,5)) ',' num2str(data_rock(i,6)) '\r\n']); 
end 
  
fprintf(ff,'*Initial Conditions, Type=Initial Gap\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.open_element\r\n'); 
  
%% STep-1 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'** STEP: Step-1\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Step, name=Step-1, nlgeom=YES, unsymm=YES\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Geostatic\r\n'); 
  
% Load 
if TRACTION_TOP~=0 || TRACTION_BOT~=0 || TRACTION_RIGHT~=0 || TRACTION_LEFT~=0 
    fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
    fprintf(ff,'** LOADS\r\n'); 
    name_load=0; 
end 
if TRACTION_TOP~=0 
    name_load=name_load+1; 
    fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
    fprintf(ff,['** Name: Load-',num2str(name_load),'   Type: Pressure  Top B.C.\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,'*Dsload\r\n'); 
    fprintf(ff,['PART-1-1.rock_top_surface, P, ',num2str(TRACTION_TOP), '\r\n']); 
end 
if TRACTION_BOT~=0 
    name_load=name_load+1; 
    fprintf(ff,'** '); 
    fprintf(ff,['** Name: Load-',num2str(name_load),'   Type: Pressure  Bottom 
B.C.\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,'*Dsload\r\n'); 
    fprintf(ff,['PART-1-1.rock_bottom_surface, P, ',num2str(TRACTION_BOT), '\r\n']); 
end 
if TRACTION_RIGHT~=0 
    name_load=name_load+1; 
    fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
    fprintf(ff,['** Name: Load-',num2str(name_load),'   Type: Pressure  Right 
B.C.\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,'*Dsload\r\n'); 
    fprintf(ff,['PART-1-1.rock_right_surface, P, ',num2str(TRACTION_RIGHT), '\r\n']); 
end 
if TRACTION_LEFT~=0 
    name_load=name_load+1; 
    fprintf(ff,'** '); 
    fprintf(ff,['** Name: Load-',num2str(name_load),'   Type: Pressure  Left B.C.\r\n']); 
    fprintf(ff,'*Dsload\r\n'); 
    fprintf(ff,['PART-1-1.rock_left_surface, P,',num2str(TRACTION_LEFT), '\r\n']); 
end 
  
% Boundary Condition 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
if TRACTION_TOP~=0 || TRACTION_BOT~=0 || TRACTION_RIGHT~=0 || TRACTION_LEFT~=0 
fprintf(ff,'** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Boundary\r\n'); 
if max(BCs(1,:))~=0 
    if BCs(1,1)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_left_nodes, 1,1\r\n'); 
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    end 
    if BCs(1,2)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_left_nodes, 2,2\r\n'); 
    end 
    if BCs(1,3)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_left_nodes, 6,6\r\n'); 
    end 
end 
if max(BCs(2,:))~=0 
    if BCs(2,1)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_right_nodes, 1,1\r\n'); 
    end 
    if BCs(2,2)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_right_nodes, 2,2\r\n'); 
    end 
    if BCs(2,3)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_right_nodes, 6,6\r\n'); 
    end 
end 
if max(BCs(3,:))~=0 
    if BCs(3,1)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_top_nodes, 1,1\r\n'); 
    end 
    if BCs(3,2)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_top_nodes, 2,2\r\n'); 
    end 
    if BCs(3,3)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_top_nodes, 6,6\r\n'); 
    end 
end 
if max(BCs(4,:))~=0 
    if BCs(4,1)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_bottom_nodes, 1,1\r\n'); 
    end 
    if BCs(4,2)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_bottom_nodes, 2,2\r\n'); 
    end 
    if BCs(4,3)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_bottom_nodes, 6,6\r\n'); 
    end 
end 
end 
  
% Outputs 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'** OUTPUT REQUESTS\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Restart, write, frequency=1, overlay\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Output, field\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Node Output\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'POR,U\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*element Output, ELSET=PART-1-1.rock_element\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'S,LE,PE\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*element Output, ELSET=PART-1-1.cohesive_element\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'LE, GFVR, SDEG, DMICRT, PFOPEN\r\n'); 
  
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*End Step\r\n'); 
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%% Step-2 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'** STEP: Step-2\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Step, name=Step-2, nlgeom=YES, inc=100000000, unsymm=YES\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,['*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=' 
num2str(max_pore_pressure_per_increment) ', STABILIZE\r\n']); 
fprintf(ff,[num2str(initial_increment_size) ' , ' num2str(total_time) ' , ' 
num2str(minimum_increment_size) ' , ' num2str(maximum_increment_size) ',\r\n']); 
fprintf(ff,'*CONTROLS, PARAMETERS=TIME INCREMENTATION\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,['8,10,,,,,,' num2str(number_attempt_per_increment) ',,,,,\r\n']); 
fprintf(ff,'0.25,,,,0.1,0.125,,\r\n'); 
  
if TRACTION_TOP~=0 || TRACTION_BOT~=0 || TRACTION_RIGHT~=0 || TRACTION_LEFT~=0 
       fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
       fprintf(ff,'** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS\r\n'); 
       fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
       fprintf(ff,'*Boundary, op=New\r\n'); 
    if max(New_BCs(1,:))~=0 
      if New_BCs(1,1)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_left_nodes, 1,1\r\n'); 
      end 
      if New_BCs(1,2)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_left_nodes, 2,2\r\n'); 
      end 
      if New_BCs(1,3)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_left_nodes, 6,6\r\n'); 
      end 
    end 
    if max(New_BCs(2,:))~=0 
      if New_BCs(2,1)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_right_nodes, 1,1\r\n'); 
      end 
      if New_BCs(2,2)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_right_nodes, 2,2\r\n'); 
      end 
      if New_BCs(2,3)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_right_nodes, 6,6\r\n'); 
      end 
    end 
    if max(New_BCs(3,:))~=0 
      if New_BCs(3,1)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_top_nodes, 1,1\r\n'); 
      end 
      if New_BCs(3,2)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_top_nodes, 2,2\r\n'); 
      end 
      if New_BCs(3,3)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_top_nodes, 6,6\r\n'); 
      end 
    end 
    if max(New_BCs(4,:))~=0 
      if New_BCs(4,1)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_bottom_nodes, 1,1\r\n'); 
      end 
      if New_BCs(4,2)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_bottom_nodes, 2,2\r\n'); 
      end 
      if New_BCs(4,3)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_bottom_nodes, 6,6\r\n'); 
      end 
    end 
else 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Boundary\r\n'); 
if max(BCs(1,:))~=0 
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    if BCs(1,1)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_left_nodes, 1,1\r\n'); 
    end 
    if BCs(1,2)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_left_nodes, 2,2\r\n'); 
    end 
    if BCs(1,3)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_left_nodes, 6,6\r\n'); 
    end 
end 
if max(BCs(2,:))~=0 
    if BCs(2,1)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_right_nodes, 1,1\r\n'); 
    end 
    if BCs(2,2)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_right_nodes, 2,2\r\n'); 
    end 
    if BCs(2,3)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_right_nodes, 6,6\r\n'); 
    end 
end 
if max(BCs(3,:))~=0 
    if BCs(3,1)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_top_nodes, 1,1\r\n'); 
    end 
    if BCs(3,2)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_top_nodes, 2,2\r\n'); 
    end 
    if BCs(3,3)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_top_nodes, 6,6\r\n'); 
    end 
end 
if max(BCs(4,:))~=0 
    if BCs(4,1)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_bottom_nodes, 1,1\r\n'); 
    end 
    if BCs(4,2)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_bottom_nodes, 2,2\r\n'); 
    end 
    if BCs(4,3)==1 
        fprintf(ff,'PART-1-1.rock_bottom_nodes, 6,6\r\n'); 
    end 
end 
end 
  
% Loads 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'** LOADS\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'** Name: Load-1   Type: Concentrated pore fluid\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Cflow\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff, ['Part-1-1.injection_node, ,-' num2str(data_HF(12)) '\r\n']); 
  
% Outputs 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'** OUTPUT REQUESTS\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Restart, write, frequency=1, overlay\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Output, field\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Node Output\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'POR,U\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*element Output, ELSET=PART-1-1.rock_element\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'S,LE,PE\r\n'); 
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fprintf(ff,'*element Output, ELSET=PART-1-1.cohesive_element\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'LE, GFVR, SDEG, DMICRT, PFOPEN\r\n'); 
  
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'**\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*node output,nset=PART-1-1.injection_node\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'por\r\n'); 
  
fprintf(ff,'*EL PRINT, ELSET=PART-1-1.cohesive_element\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'GFVR, DMICRT , SDEG, PFOPEN\r\n'); 
fprintf(ff,'*End Step\r\n'); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
